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I. Management summary 
Philips LED Systems is active in the professional LED market, which is characterized as high-tech due 

to the fast technological developments and high level of price erosion. High-tech markets are known 

for their very short product life cycles which cause much change in technology and competition, 

leading to high levels of uncertainty and price erosion. Due to the combination of these 

characteristics, firms active in high-tech markets need to anticipate well to future price 

developments. This allows them to react in time and with adequate measures to counter potential 

profitability issues and guarantee the pricing strategy’s quality by adapting their pricing strategy 

and/or product development. However, that same environmental turbulence makes it even harder, 

compared to low-tech markets, to detect these profitability issues (Smith, Sinha, Lancioni, & Forman, 

1999). To solve this problem and make it easier for high-tech firms in general, and Philips LED 

Systems in particular, to take correct measures in time, a research has been conducted which will be 

discussed in this report. 

The report will consist out of four sections. During the first section an introduction is provided with 

regard to the problem identification, the scope of the report, the report structure and the research 

questions. The second part of the report consists of a literature review of the theoretical background 

that is taken into account for further investigation. Subsequently, the methodology which has been 

used during the empirical part of the research is discussed. The final section includes the results of 

this empirical study at Philips LED Systems and will be concluded with managerial implications, the 

research’s limitations and a conclusion. 

During the literature review pricing literature has been analyzed to detect relevant antecedents, i.e. 

drivers of price in turbulent high-tech environments, which enable firms to detect potential flaws in 

the quality of their pricing strategy. A pricing strategy is always based upon an objective a firm is 

willing to achieve. These objectives differ from certain amounts of market share and unit volume to 

target margins (Kotler & Keller, 2008; Nagle, Hogan, & Zale, 2010). However, all of these objectives 

are fundamentally related to profit while a commercial company will not be able to survive without 

profit in the long term, especially in high-tech markets where the high speed of technological 

developments requires substantial research and development investments (Smith, Sinha, Lancioni, & 

Forman, 1999). 

To be able to determine whether a chosen pricing strategy is still viable in the future an assessment 

has to be conducted whether it is possible to achieve the desired amount of profit in the future. To 

assess this situation, according to Shipley & Jobber (2001), a maximum and minimum allowed value 

for future price levels should be defined. These two factors are the top market price level and the 

bottom price level. The top market price level can be defined as the maximum price that is accepted 

by a market segment for a certain product. The bottom price level can additionally be defined as the 

costs a firm incurs during the lifecycle of that product. Both factors have been examined further to 

define the parameters which they are based on and to estimate the future values of these 

parameters. 

Based upon the theory of pricing methods to determine current price levels and Product Life Cycle 

(PLC) literature to estimate future price trends, the most important parameters to determine both 

current and future price levels are being suggested. For the ‘top market price level’ these parameters 
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are: the customer value drivers, competitor prices, technological development and the PLC stage. 

The parameters taken into account of the bottom price level are: the total product costs, the 

technological development and the PLC stage. An overview of the factors, the associated parameters  

and their mutual dependence is created. This information is visualized in tables I-1 & I-2 

 

Due to the environmental changes which will take place over time, regular checks need to take place 

with regard to the future viability of the currently pursued strategy. Additional actions should be 

taken when deviations are detected which could lead to a decreasing profitability or complete loss of 

it (Kerin, Hartley, Berkowitz, & Rudelius, 2006). To structure these analyses and take better decisions, 

firms often use Decision Support Systems (DSS). Due to the characteristic erratic behavior of the 

high-tech environments and the amount of parameters which should be taken into account during 

the estimation of the future quality of the pursued pricing strategy the use of DSS’ is discussed.  

A final subject discussed in the literature review is the influence of employee experience on the use 

of the parameters, on the DSS and directly towards the indication of a pricing strategy’s quality 

(Sharda, Barr, & McDonnell, 1988; Raghunathan, 1999). Although employee experience in the use of 

a DSS is mentioned as a positive effect over time, analysis of additional literature shows that there 

are also negative effects associated with an increase of experience (Shepherd, Zacharkakis, & Baron, 

2003).Based on these findings, a model has been created to visualize the expected effects of the 

Factors and their parameters to be included 

Top market price level Bottom price level 

Customer value drivers Product cost 

Competitor price Technological development 

Technological development PLC Stage 

PLC Stage  

Table I-1; Overview of factors and associated parameters 

 Parameters 

P
LC

 s
ta

ge
s 

 Technological 
changes 

Type of value 
drivers 

Costs 
changes 

Most 
important 
competitor 

Introduction Design + 
material 

High tech 
drivers, image 
(psychological) 

Design + 
material 

Specialized 
market 
pioneers 

Growth Design + 
material + 
process 

Practicality 
(monetary) 

Design + 
material + 
process 

Generalized 
followers 

Maturity Process Practicality, 
ease of use 
(monetary) 

Process Generalized 
followers 

Decline Process, 
minimum 
change 

Exit strategy 
dependent 

Process, 
minimum 
change 

Exit strategy 
dependent 

Table I-2; Mutual dependence of associated parameters 
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pricing model, the DSS design and employee experience on the quality of the pricing strategy.  This 

model is shown in figure I-1. 

The study at Philips LED systems is described as a case study that has been conducted to implement 

the theoretical findings in a high-tech environment. The specific circumstances of Philips LED 

Systems, as well as the amount of parameters that needed to be checked, make the case study 

interesting to develop a roadmapping process specific for such a dynamic business environment.  

The case study consists out of several parts. In the first part all the elements which are expected to 

influence the quality of the chosen pricing strategy of LED Systems were analyzed. The findings of 

this analysis have been compared with the findings in the literature study and discrepancies have 

been detected. The most important discrepancies were the difference in parameters used and the 

absence of a suitable DSS, despite the uncertain situation in which LED Systems found itself. 

During the second and third part of the case study, adaptations were suggested based upon the 

discrepancies between the current situation at LED systems and the suggestions in the literature. The 

inclusion of additional parameters during the gathering of the data as well as the inclusion of a more 

standardized process overall was suggested. Accordingly, these suggested adjustments were 

implemented and two iterations to confirm the suitability of those adjustments and the application 

of additional adjustments where necessary. 

The contribution this research delivers to the scientific literature are the insights it creates to a 

solution for the maintenance of a high-quality pricing strategy in high-tech environments over time. 

A practical implication of the research is the delivery of an example of a successful implementation of 

these insights, which enables the management of firms in comparable environments to use this 

research as a guide. To be able to do so, the correct factors, parameters and decision support system 

have been selected to enable a firms’ management to react timely and correctly to potential future 

threats to the quality of the pricing strategy. 

The final outcomes of this research are aimed to be a specific solutions for Philips LED Systems, 

thereby generating insights which could be expanded towards other firms active in high-tech 

industries. An important remark needs to be made with regard to the absence of statistical support 

for the findings. The statistical support has not been delivered due to short time period in which the 

research had to take place and the lack of data to perform such an analysis.  

Selected factors & 

parameters and 

their mutual 

DSS design 

Employee 

experience 

Quality of 

price  strategy 

Figure I-1; Model for the influences on quality of a pricing strategy in high-tech markets (1) 
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1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the problem that will be addressed in the research is identified, forming the basis of 

this report. Furthermore, research questions are being developed to guide the research and finally 

the deliverables of the research, its scope and the structure of the report will be discussed. 

1.1 Philips and the high-tech LED market 
The business unit ‘LED Systems’ of the Philips corporation is active in the professional LED market, 

which can be characterized as high-tech due to the fast technological developments and high level of 

price erosions. After a transition from light bulbs to LED technology, this technology is now maturing 

with many new product types, i.e. LED modules reaching the market. Due to its simplicity compared 

to the incandescent technology, the technology is now available for many other players, making it 

hard for involved companies to obtain a strong foothold in the market. In the struggle to get that 

foothold, competing on a lower sales price is tempting while differentiations only have a short 

advantage.  

As a result of this situation the LED Systems’ management has come up with a request for the 

creation of a reliable and easy to use process, involving tool(s) to support in the indication of future 

prices and costs to detect profitability issues timely. Sustainable price forecasts, and a system to 

generate these estimations, are necessary to support in strategic and tactical decision making to 

ensure the firm’s competitive position in the market. 

1.2 General problem identification of pricing in high-tech markets 
The situation which has just been described for LED Systems in the professional LED market also 

applies for firms in other high-tech markets. Fast developing technologies in combination with fierce 

competition lead to major price erosions. High-tech markets can be defined as markets in which a lot 

of change takes place technologically, as well as by means of competition due to ever shorter 

product life cycles (Smith, Sinha, Lancioni, & Forman, 1999). As a result, these markets are turbulent, 

resulting in high levels of uncertainty. Furthermore, technological progress drives down prices 

quickly. The combination of this price erosion and fast catching-up competition with regard to 

technological developments make it necessary for firms to anticipate well to future price 

developments, allowing them to take adequate measures to ensure their pricing strategy’s quality.   

Throughout this report, the term ‘pricing strategy’s quality’ will cover the extent to which a pricing 

strategy is able to fulfill the pricing objective of a firm and thereby guarantee its profitability. This 

strategy has to fit to the firm by which the particular strategy is pursued, and to the environment in 

which this firm is active. Measures to improve a firms pricing strategy’s quality could include 

alternative discounting practices, a change in the amount of price discrimination over demo- or 

geographical segments, adaptations in the product and/or service portfolio and other strategic or 

tactical decisions (Kotler & Keller, 2008; Kerin, Hartley, Berkowitz, & Rudelius, 2006).  

An example of such a situation and tactical adaptations made to the pricing strategy is given by Nagle 

et al. (2010), who describe the situation of the airline industry in which the fuel prices affect 

profitability. A proper reaction of several airlines is the reduction of discounts which reduces the 

number of customers but also the number of flights. This increases the number of full-fare 
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passengers per flight and thereby enhances profitability compared to a lack of response or bluntly 

raising overall prices because of the increased fuel costs. 

The turbulence and development speed of market prices and technology in high-tech markets make 

it, however, difficult for firms’ management to anticipate on potential profitability consequences on 

time. This brings us to the core problem for which this research will contribute to a solution; Firms, 

active in high-tech environments, have great difficulties to take proper and timely actions to maintain 

the quality of the deployed pricing strategy, necessary to prevent the product portfolio from losing 

its profitable margin (Smith, Sinha, Lancioni, & Forman, 1999).  

By selecting the correct internal and external factors to predict future trends in profitability the 

management of a firm will be able to make more effective and timely decisions with regard to the 

firm or business’ pricing strategy. Additionally, providing support and insights by means of the proper 

process and tool(s) to review these factors will improve the firms’ chances to stay competitive with 

respect to prices and costs, and therefore profitable. 

1.3 Research questions 
The goal of this research is to improve forecasts of price development by identifying relevant 

antecedents, i.e. drivers of price in turbulent high-tech environments, and to include these into a 

‘Decision Support System’ that can be used to improve the quality of a firm’s pricing strategy. The 

effectiveness of the tool is expected to improve over time due to experience that is gained using it. 

The conclusions of the research should enable the management of firms or businesses in high-tech 

industries to react timely and correctly. Examples of those reactions could be strategic changes to 

their pricing policy by changing discount policies, additional discrimination between geographical 

segments, but also other strategic or tactical actions which influence the antecedents of price in 

high-tech environments.  

A key issue in predicting price developments in high-tech markets is “looking into the future”. 

Although historical data may be available, this data is not always accurate or complete for the 

purpose of predicting the future. Technological progress, competitor investments or ideas for new 

business models shifts may occur, leading to unexpected results. Consequently, the research will 

have to account for which data are collected and how for instance qualitative data is mixed and 

matched with quantitative data. To assure that this happens in an organized fashion, a suitable tool 

needs to be selected which can support this process. Finally, the suggested outcomes will require 

testing and optimization; this aspect will be covered in the case study at Philips LED Systems. 

To address the problem, three research questions (RQs) are developed to guide the research: 

RQ1: Which internal and external parameters should be selected to give a good indication of future 

price levels in turbulent high-tech environments?  

RQ2: What type of ‘Decision Support System’ is suitable, i.e. reliable and easy to use, to enable a data 

review to detect future shortcomings in the currently pursued pricing strategy? 

RQ3: How can the outcomes, i.e. the assessment of the pricing strategy’s quality, be optimized? 
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1.4 Research deliverables, scope and report structure 
Because the research is performed for Philips LED Systems, it is important to specify the deliverables. 

It will help ensure that the outcome fits the firm’s needs. The deliverable of this research will be a 

clear and validated solution for delivering insights in future price levels against rapidly changing 

market needs and value. The delivered solution should be easy to handle and implement. 

The scope of the research will include the commercial high-tech environment, while this is the most 

turbulent environment which causes the stated problem to be the most urgent in this industry 

compared to low-tech environments (Smith, Sinha, Lancioni, & Forman, 1999). Non-profit firms and 

agencies are less focused on the pricing of their products and/or services and will, as a consequence, 

have less need for a solution to the researched problem. Therefore, this segment of the high-tech 

industry will not be within the scope of the research. 

The report consists of four sections. In the current section, an introduction is provided which includes 

the identification of the problem that will be discussed in this report, the research questions that 

have been formed to guide the research, and finally the deliverables of the research, its scope, and 

the structure of the report.  

In the second section, a brief literature review will be provided. The literature will be reviewed in 

accordance with the 3 RQs, ‘Which internal and external parameters should be selected to give a 

good indication of future price levels in turbulent high-tech environments?’; ‘What type of ‘Decision 

Support System’ is suitable, i.e. reliable and easy to use, to enable a data review to detect future 

shortcomings in the currently pursued pricing strategy?’; and ‘How can the outcomes, i.e. the 

assessment of the pricing strategy quality, be optimized?’. It will result in an integrated model that 

will help guide the empirical part of the study.  

Subsequently, the methodology of the empirical study is discussed. It focuses on Philips and the LED 

business as a case study. In the final section the results are discussed. Specific attention is paid to 

implementation issues; i.e. how to come from current system/process to using the newly developed 

system. At the end of the report, a conclusion is formulated with managerial implications, limitations 

and future research possibilities. 
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2 Theoretical background 
 

During this second section a theoretical background will be provided by means of a literature review. 

This literature review will be organized according to the RQs stated above. The most prevalent 

factors and parameters to maintain a quality pricing strategy will be selected, as well as the most 

suitable ‘Decision Support System’. Finally, a review with respect to the optimization of the use of 

the selected system will be given.  

2.1 Pricing strategies and their objectives 
First, pricing literature will be reviewed to select the factors and parameters required to make the 

timely detection of shortcomings in the currently pursued pricing strategy possible. 

2.1.1 ‘Pricing strategies’ 

Throughout the pricing literature several subjects are discussed, more general approaches to define 

‘list prices’ and more specific tactics to define exact sales prices per segment including discounts, 

product bundling decisions, product line coordination and other strategic decisions.  

It is important to notice that ‘pricing strategy’ in literature sources is defined in both ways. Some 

authors define it as the specific determination of a product’s list price based on factors such as 

customer value, competitor prices and costs (Hinterhuber, 2008; Shipley & Jobber, 2001), while other 

authors define ‘pricing strategy’ as the total set of decisions a firm takes throughout its entire pricing 

process with regard to objectives, pricing method, discount tactics, price discrimination of customer 

segments, product bundling, product line pricing strategies and other, price related decisions (Noble 

& Gruca, 1999).  

Throughout this thesis, to prevent confusion, the term ‘pricing strategy’ will refer to the broader 

definition including the tactical decisions. The more specific definition of ‘pricing strategy’ which 

refers to the establishment of a list price will be called ‘pricing method’.  

2.1.2 Pricing objectives 

Firms choose their pricing strategy based on a certain objective they want to fulfill. Many objectives, 

pricing strategies and methods are mentioned in pricing literature (Cannon & Morgan, 1990; Kotler & 

Keller, 2008; Kerin, Hartley, Berkowitz, & Rudelius, 2006; Oxenfeldt, 1973; Hinterhuber, 2008; Nagle, 

Hogan, & Zale, 2010). The most prevalent objectives are, however, specified amounts of unit volume, 

market share and target margins, but also profit maximization (Kotler & Keller, 2008; Kerin, Hartley, 

Berkowitz, & Rudelius, 2006; Nagle, Hogan, & Zale, 2010).  

One could state that all of these objectives are fundamentally related to profit while a commercial 

company will not be able to survive in the long term without making profit (Kotler & Keller, 2008). 

This is especially true for the high-tech markets where technological developments take place at high 

speed and therefore make investments in R&D a necessity (Smith, Sinha, Lancioni, & Forman, 1999). 

This relationship to profit is directly visible in the objective a company sets for its pricing strategy or 

via practical-objectives with regard to market share, unit volume, target margins, and other practical-

objectives. For these practical-objectives such as market share or unit sales, companies often choose 

to make the targets more tangible for marketing and sales managers (Kerin, Hartley, Berkowitz, & 

Rudelius, 2006).  
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2.1.3 Profitability as a pricing objective 

To know whether a chosen pricing strategy will be still viable towards the future, it needs to be 

determined whether it is still possible to reach the minimally required amount of profit when 

pursuing that specific strategy in combination with the course of events that are expected to take 

place in the market. When this does not seem to be possible, necessary adaptations need to be made 

to certain strategic or tactical aspects of the pricing strategy. Additionally, influential decisions such 

as cutting of costs, enter or exit decisions, or other strategic decisions might be necessary. 

Management will have to be able to apply these adaptations timely to let them have effect before 

profitability is affected, which is exactly what the problem statement of this research is about. 

To be able to assess the future 

market situation with regard to 

profitability, a maximum and 

minimum allowed value for 

future price levels should be 

determined. When prices, 

defined via the pricing strategy, 

are too high compared to the 

future market price, customers 

will not buy the product and 

investments will not be 

returned. On the other hand, 

low prices compared to a firm’s 

total costs will lead to a reduced 

profit or even a loss. The 

current values of top and bottom price levels for products can be calculated via pricing methods 

(Shipley & Jobber, 2001). To define final product prices, fine-tuning can take place based on a set of 

tactical decisions, such as discounts or price differences over segments (Kotler & Keller, 2008).  

By estimating the future values of these top and bottom price levels, it can be tested whether future 

product prices, indicated on the basis of the current pricing strategy, will fit within these limits and 

will be able to generate the necessary profit, this is visualized in figure 2-1. These factors, the top 

market price level and bottom price level, will therefore be further examined.  

However, to be able to estimate the future values of the top and bottom price levels, their current 

value as well as their future trends should be known. As has been said before, the current values of 

both price levels can be calculated via pricing methods. For the determination of future price trends, 

multiple existing techniques are available. Both subjects will now be discussed.  

  

Figure 2-1; Top & bottom price limits, based on: Shipley & Jobber (2001) 

Time 
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2.1.3.1 Methods to reach the pricing objective 

Many different pricing methods can be found in literature: cost plus, customer-driven, share-driven 

and strategic pricing mentioned by Nagle et al. (2010); markup, value pricing, perceived value pricing 

and target return pricing (Kotler & Keller, 2008); demand oriented, cost oriented, profit oriented and 

competition oriented (Kerin, Hartley, Berkowitz, & Rudelius, 2006). Sometimes several names have 

been given to similar pricing strategies, for example mark-up (Kotler & Keller, 2008) and cost plus 

pricing (Nagle, Hogan, & Zale, 2010).  

Multiple ways of segmenting all types of pricing methods have been suggested. However, when 

analyzed, all mentioned strategies can be brought back to as few as three main topics, as suggested 

by Hinterhuber (2008), Shipley & Jobber (2001) and Nagle et al. (2010).  

1. Cost-based pricing 

2. Competition-based pricing 

3. Customer value-based pricing 

By merging the analysis of Hinterhuber (2008), Nagle et. al (2010) and Shipley and Jobber (2001), an 

overview has been made, including the distinct types of pricing strategies and describing advantages 

and disadvantages per method. This overview is shown in table 2-1.  

2.1.3.1.1 Cost-based pricing 

The main determinant of price in a cost-based pricing method is the final cost of the development 

and production of the product (Nagle, Hogan, & Zale, 2010; Kotler & Keller, 2008). The total cost of a 

single product is calculated after which a fixed margin is put on top of those costs to define the final 

sales price. The margin depends upon the desired return which again depends upon the combination 

of the amount of margin per product and the number of products sold. The required data is easy to 

gather, however it can be noticed that a circle is created, in which the correct prediction of the 

amount of sales at a certain price level plays a crucial role, as is also concluded by Nagle et al. (2010). 

A wrong indication of the sales/price level ratio will lead to a loss because of a lower amount of sales 

as predicted, or due to a sales price which is lower than the product value perceived by the 

customer.  
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2.1.3.1.2 Competition-based pricing 

Competition-based pricing defines the sales price by regarding the competitors’ price as leading 

without taking into account the value a product delivers to a customer. From this starting point, firms 

often choose a strategy of pricing above, at or below market pricing. Some examples are the price of 

Rolex which prices firmly above all competitors to stress its exclusivity, while HP initially priced below 

IBM to emphasize the higher value/price ratio (Kerin, Hartley, Berkowitz, & Rudelius, 2006; 

Hinterhuber, 2008). 

Alternative approaches on pricing strategies 

Type Positive Negative 

Cost-based  Cost data is easy accessible 

 Is perceived as fair by the 
customer 

 Provides stability in stable 
markets 

 Large chance on under or 
over pricing in strong, 
respectively weak markets. 

 Does not take customers’ 
willingness to pay into 
account which can lead to 
lower or higher prices than 
permitted by customers 

 Does not take competitors’ 
price into account which 
can lead to overpricing of 
the product 

Competition-based  Easy to apply when 
competitor prices are 
readily available 

 Prevents price wars as 
competitor knows that cuts 
will be copied 

 Does not take customers’ 
willingness to pay into 
account which can lead to 
lower or higher prices than 
permitted by customers 

 Does not take own costs 
into account, which could 
lead to pricing below cost 
levels 

 Confidential negotiated 
discounts cannot be taken 
into account 

 Equal prices does not 
guarantee equal 
competitively due to non-
price differences 

Customer value-based  Anticipates on different 
customer value perceptions 

 Results in prices customers 
are willing to pay 

 Involves difficulties in 
gathering the data with 
regard to customers’ 
perceived value. 

 Does not take competitors’ 
price into account which 
can lead to over- or 
underpricing of the 
product 

Table 2-1; Alternative pricing methods, based upon Hinterhuber (2008), Schipley and Jobber (2001) and Nagle et. al 
(2010). 
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2.1.3.1.3 Customer value pricing 

Finally, customer value pricing does not take into account its production and development costs or 

its competitors’ price: it is purely based on the value it delivers to customers in a certain segment. 

The difficulty of this strategy is the collection of the correct data as well as to interpret the data 

(Hinterhuber, 2008; Nagle, Hogan, & Zale, 2010; Shipley & Jobber, 2001). As is explained by Nagle et 

al. (2010), the value of a product can be divided into two types of value drivers. The first type is 

monetary value, which is determined by the cost reductions or revenue increases a customer 

experiences by buying the specific product or service instead of a different product or service. The 

second type of value is psychological value. Examples of psychological value drivers are satisfaction, 

security or status, which are expected to be received when associated with the product, service or 

brand. A psychological value driver of a hybrid car can be the expectance of bringing a contribution 

to a healthier environment. Both types of value can be determined via the use of conjoint analysis 

techniques in which customers express their preference between features as well as compared to a 

monetary value (Nagle, Hogan, & Zale, 2010). 

2.1.3.1.4 Integrative pricing 

Despite the fact that many companies have realized the pitfall created by cost-based pricing methods 

and turn towards competitor-based and value-based methods, it is clear that every method based 

solely on one of the three core parameters ‘costs’, ‘customer values’ or ‘competitor prices’, has clear 

shortcomings. To solve this issue a combined method is suggested (Nagle, Hogan, & Zale, 2010; 

Shipley & Jobber, 2001). Shipley and Jobber (2001) call this combined method ‘the integrative pricing 

method’.  

Although authors of both papers implement the factors in a different sequence, the final results are 

the same. They both assess ‘customer value drivers’ and ‘competitor prices’ to define the top market 

price level a customer is able and willing to pay for a product, which indicates the top price level. 

Nagle et. al (2010) start with the determination of a competitor’s price as a reference for further 

analysis. Further analysis then includes the determination of the positive as well as negative 

differences between the competitor’s product and the firm’s own product. When these differences 

are clear, a value can be appointed to them, which than defines the difference with the reference 

price. Shipley & Jobber (2001) start with the determination of the maximum value a product has to a 

targeted customer segment. This top price level has to be dropped when a competitor with equal or 

higher value products prices its product below this price level, while this will provide customers with 

a cheaper alternative which delivers the same value.  

The bottom price level is formed by the total cost of producing a product, while a sales price below 

this level leads to a loss. Together with ‘customer value drivers’ and ‘competitor prices’, the 

parameter ‘product costs’ defines the top and bottom limits which results in the overview shown in 

table 2-2. 
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2.1.3.2 Estimating future price trends 

After the initial starting points of the top- and bottom limit pricing levels have been established, 

trends towards the future should be indicated. To indicate these trends multiple methods are being 

used throughout the literature which will now be briefly discussed.  

Most of the methods are quantitative, including fundamental, real-time, time-series, and artificial 

neural network analysis and generalized linear models. Many of them originate from the prediction 

of stock prices (Chang & Liu, A TSK type fuzzy rule based system for stock price prediction, 2008; 

Kwan, Lam, So, & Yu, 2000). Fundamental analyses rely on macroeconomic statistics, such as interest 

rates, money supply and inflation rates. On the other hand, time-series data make use of sequential 

data points which have been measured over time and are subsequently used to make price 

predictions towards the future.  

Other commonly used techniques are general linear modeling (GLM) and artificial neural networks 

(ANN). With the GLM method, predictions are made via the statistical analysis of historical data 

(Blough & Ramsey, 2000). ANN is used in stock price predictions (Chang, Wang, & Zhou, 2012)  as 

well as the prediction of housing prices (Limsombunchai, Gan, & Lee, 2004), cost estimations of 

construction projects (Hegazy & Ayed, 1998; Adeli & Wu, 1998), and prices of commodities such as 

electricity and crude oil (Zhang, 2005; Guo, 2003; Yu, Wang, & Lai, 2008). In ANN techniques, a set of 

numerical parameters are tuned by a learning algorithm which is capable of approximating non-

linear functions of the input data.  

In their paper, Niazi et. al (2006) and Duverlie & Castelain (1999) noticed qualitative techniques to 

estimate costs, such as the ‘case-based’ method and the ‘parametric’ method to estimate costs of 

new products. These techniques are based upon incremental product and cost changes, while they 

use already existing products and well defined ‘part families’ to indicate cost increases and thereby 

the final costs of the ‘new’ product. 

2.1.4 Wrap-up: Factors to determine a pricing strategy’s quality 

In conclusion, it can be stated that the suitability of a pricing strategy, and thereby its quality, is 

influenced by two limits. The top market price level, which can be defined as the maximum price that 

is accepted by a market segment for a certain product, and the bottom price level which, can be 

defined as the costs a firm incurs during the lifecycle of that product.  These limits each depend on 

their own variable(s) which is visualized in figure 2-2. 

By making predictions of future trends of both these limits and future product prices based upon the 

chosen pricing strategy, it can be assessed whether future profitability, and thereby the quality of the 

pricing strategy, is at the appropriate level as is shown in figure 2-1. When insufficient, the quality of 

the pricing strategy will have to be improved via tactical or strategic adaptations. 

 

Factors and their parameters to be included 

Top market price level Bottom price level 

Customer value drivers Total product costs 

Competitor price  

Table 2-2; Factors and parameters to be included (1) 
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2.2 Issues and suggested solutions for pricing in high-tech markets 
Although there are similarities between high-tech and non-high-tech markets, some important 

differences exist as well. These differences make it impossible to take the exact same approach as 

described above, this will be discussed now. 

2.2.1 Issues in estimating future price trends 

When trying to apply the above mentioned methods in a high-tech market, defining the starting 

points of the top and bottom price levels as well as the price level based upon the pursued pricing 

strategy will most likely be successful. This happens to be the case because of the similarities 

between high-tech and non-high-tech markets in the area of pricing strategies and methods (Viardot, 

2004). However, with regard to the estimation of price trends there is an important difference 

between high-tech and non-high-tech markets. 

The prediction of the future trends of these price levels is much harder when a firm is active in a 

high-tech market. Although there are multiple examples (Chang & Liu, 2008; Mohsenian-Rad & Leon-

Garcia, 2010; Moran, 2006) in which automated trend indication practices have proven themselves 

pretty accurate, no examples are available of their application in high-tech industries. Due to their 

turbulence, these markets generally have no accurate, complete or valid historical data for prediction 

of future trends. Almost equal circumstances in the past can lead to a totally different outcome in 

the future. This makes high-tech markets not as predictable by quantitative data as regular low-tech 

markets, commodity markets or other less turbulent markets such as stock markets or the real estate 

market.  

Since it is not possible to indicate future price trends of high-tech markets by quantitative 

techniques, it is suggested to use qualitative techniques to assist managers in the prediction of future 

price trends. Although some qualitative techniques were mentioned earlier with regard to the 

prediction of future product cost trends, these are impractical as well because they are based upon 

incremental innovations. Due to the short product lifecycle and thereby rapid succession of radical 

innovations (Grunenwald & Vernon, 2007), insights in merely incremental innovations will not be 

sufficient to estimate future price trends in high-tech markets. A solution which is able to take radical 

changes into account should therefore be selected. 
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2.2.2 The suggested solution: the PLC and its stages 

The Product Life Cycle (PLC) is an element which is prominently present throughout the literature 

with respect to turbulent, high-tech environments in relation to price levels in these environments 

(Grunenwald & Vernon, 2007; Smith, Sinha, Lancioni, & Forman, 1999; Nagle, Hogan, & Zale, 2010). 

Because of its speed and thereby rapid succession of its stages, it causes the environment to be 

unpredictable by regular methods.  

This is especially caused by the evolution of the parameters that influence the top and bottom price 

levels over the PLC’s stages. These parameters were selected during the analysis in the former 

paragraph. The most influential changes over the PLC that influence the top and bottom price limits 

therefore concern product costs, competition and customers. However, rapid technological changes 

are also mentioned as being influential to changes in price limits. These technological changes do not 

only influence the development of the high-tech products itself, but their production process as well. 

This leads to the occurrence of unexpected falling market prices, simultaneously with the rapid 

improvements of the technology included in the product itself (Grunenwald & Vernon, 2007; Smith, 

Sinha, Lancioni, & Forman, 1999; Nagle, Hogan, & Zale, 2010; Shipley & Jobber, 2001; Moore, 1999). 

To be able to illustrate the suggested solution for making future indications of price trends in high-

tech environments properly, a deeper analysis of the PLC, its stages, and the evolution of the 

concerned parameters over these stages is necessary.  After this analysis, a wrap-up will take place 

which discusses the final parameters that should be taken into account when indicating future 

trends, how these parameters are mutually related and what consequences this is expected to have 

for the pricing strategy’s quality.   

2.2.2.1 The PLC 

A PLC moves along an s-curve (Nagle, Hogan, & Zale, 2010; Kerin, Hartley, Berkowitz, & Rudelius, 

2006; Kotler & Keller, 2008; Hauser, Tellis, & Griffin, 2006) which is visualized in figure 2-3.  A new 

lifecycle is started when a radical improvement is made and subsequently, more incremental 

improvements are developed by companies to keep up and differentiate from their competitors. The 

difference between a radical and incremental innovation is that a radical innovation requires an 

adaptation in the product’s platform and a change in the behavior of the customer while an 

incremental change doesn’t (Moore, 

1999).  

The PLC consists out of several 

distinguished stages: introduction, 

growth, maturity, and decline. The 

introduction phase is the phase in which 

uncertainty is the largest for both 

customers and firms. Firms don’t know 

the features that are exactly required by 

the customers, while customers don’t 

know the exact needs they look for in a 

product as well, which both cause many 

design changes to take place. During the 

growth phase, which starts when sales pick-

Figure 2-2; PLC stages, based on; Hauser et. al (2006), Kotler & 
Keller (2008) & Kerin et. al (2006) 
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up, the needs and corresponding features crystalize into a dominant design and the number of 

competitors stabilizes (Utterback J. M., 1994). As the targeted market gets saturated and number of 

competitors is stabilized, maturity sets in. During the maturity phase, a lower product price is the 

primary goal (Byers, Dorf, & Nelson, 2011). As the transition from the growth phase to the mature 

stage takes place, however, attention should be paid to the occurrence of a self-fulfilling prophecy. 

This means that companies which are active in the products market segments expect maturity to 

take place and therefore lower their marketing as well as production investments. Accordingly sales 

will reduce. If the market appears to be saturated, but it actually isn’t, new entrants will take 

advantage of this situation and be able to reap the benefits of their unexpected entry which can be 

detrimental for incumbent firms (Lambkin & Day, 1989). During the decline stage, sales will reduce 

while customers switch to alternative products, (perceived) more suitable for their needs. 

2.2.2.2 Parameter evolution over the PLC stages  

The evolution of costs, technologies, customer value drivers and competitors over the PLC stages is 

researched throughout the literature (Cooper, 1996; Lambkin & Day, Evolutionary process in 

competitive markets: Beyond the product life cycle, 1989; Tushman & O'Reilly, Ambidextrous 

organizations: Managing evolutionary and revolutionary change, 1996) and will be now discussed 

briefly. 

2.2.2.2.1 Technological change 

During the course of the PLC, a shift takes place between product and process improvements. Large 

product improvements are especially implemented before a dominant design occurs (Byers, Dorf, & 

Nelson, 2011; Tushman & O'Reilly, 2004); subsequently, process improvements are emphasized due 

to the increased security that investments in the process will have an enduring effect due to the 

reduced amount of changes in the product’s design.  

A dominant design results from design changes made during the introduction stage of the product 

when customer needs, and thereby required features, are not clearly defined yet. Because of the 

changes in design before a dominant design occurs, a useful source of information at that moment 

will be the products architect as well as a homogeneous set of customers with whom the company 

works relatively close together (Bonner & Walker, 2004; Utterback & Abernathy, 1975). After a 

dominant design has occurred, during the growth stage, the vast majority of changes will take place 

in the production process, which makes production the main source of information with respect to 

technological change (Utterback J. M., 1994). 

2.2.2.2.2 Customer value drivers 

As was mentioned earlier, the value of a product to a customer depends on two types of value 

drivers: monetary and psychological. Monetary value is determined by the cost reductions or 

revenue increases a customer experiences when buying the specific product or service instead of 

buying a different product or service or making use of no product or service at all. Psychological value 

does not deliver monetary advantages but psychological advantages such as a perceived increase in 

satisfaction, security or status, which is expected to be received when associated with the product, 

service or brand. A psychological value driver of a hybrid car can be the expectance of bringing a 

contribution to a healthier environment.  
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As described by Moore (1999), customers who will buy products earlier in the PLC, when the final 

design has not been clarified yet, are more focused on psychological values a product offers, such as 

the joy they receive of discovering new technologies. This type of customers is called ‘Innovator’ and 

‘Early adopter’. During later stages of the PLC the product will become more attractive for customers 

who desire a more standardized product and put more emphasis on the practicality of the product. 

These customers tend to place greater importance to the monetary value a product delivers. To 

define specific value drivers, conjoint analysis techniques can be used. These techniques let 

customers express their preference regarding product features as well as a monetary value. 

2.2.2.2.3 Product costs 

Positive or negative changes in product costs, are, logically, closely related to technological changes. 

When large adaptations in the product design are still made, no large investments to reduce 

production costs are done in the production process, because these investments can run obsolete 

when another design change is implemented and the production process needs to be adapted to this 

design change. Because of this situation, early PLC stages will generate cost savings by design or 

material, while PLC stages after a dominant design has occurred will experience especially cost 

reductions in the production process, which will shift the most important source of cost information 

from a products architect to production process engineers (Cooper, 1996; Utterback J. M., 1994; 

Tushman & O'Reilly, 1996).  

2.2.2.2.4 Competition 

During the introduction phase, early entrants which are specialized towards specific segments are 

leading and are the best performers among the competition, as described by Lambkin and Day (1989) 

and Utterbacks (1994). As the market runs its lifecycle, however, more ‘general focused competitors’, 

who entered the market later on, gain an advantage over the early entrants. This is because the early 

market knows many product design changes with short timespans in between, which makes it hard 

to keep track and adapt to these innovations correctly in several market segments at the same time. 

As the number of product design changes reduces, generalists get the advantage due to their larger 

resources which makes them able produce larger amounts of products at lower costs (Lambkin & 

Day, 1989). Because of these changing benefits over the PLC, a shift will take place with respect to 

the type of competitor that should be taken into account when setting a reference price and/or 

adapting a reference value. 

2.2.2.2.5 Decline stage & exit strategies 

In the final stage (decline) of the PLC, the exit strategy becomes important. According to Harrigan 

(1980) and Nagle et. al (2010) several strategies are possible such as an early exit-, harvesting-, 

retrenchment- and consolidation strategy. Which strategy has the best fit with the situation depends 

on the products, suppliers, competitors, customers and investments present. This will not be 

discussed here while marketing literature will be able to give a far better, and more complete, 

picture.  
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The type of value drivers and competitors to be taken into account during the decline stage depend 

on the chosen exit strategy. In case of an early exit strategy, logically, no value drivers or competitor 

types have to be taken into account. When competitors choose a retrenchment strategy they will 

focus on specific segments, making the specialized competitors again the more dangerous 

opponents. The choice of competitors for a harvesting as an exit strategy results in the same 

approach as a retrenchment strategy, however after retreating to more favorable segments they will 

leave the market completely. When a company itself chooses for one of these strategies, the type of 

customer value drivers to focus on depends on the chosen segments to retreat to.  

To give an example: A segment in photography which is occupied by artists who make a living of 

taking photographs on photographic paper instead of by digital imaging, will link a monetary value to 

the products they require. As soon as the accessories become too expensive for them to make a 

living out of it, they will stop buying these items. A collector of old automobiles, however, who loves 

to patch up old cars, will attach a lot of psychological value to the parts he needs because they will 

give him a lot of satisfaction when he is able to fix the car completely. Due to this psychological value 

a far higher top market price level can exist then the actual monetary value of the car’s parts. 

When a consolidation strategy is chosen to exit the market, the current segments are maintained and 

when possible additional segments are included. Depending on the exit strategy of competitors more 

specific or more general competitors have to be taken into account.  

2.2.3 Wrap up: Selection of parameters, their relationship and pricing strategy quality 

As was concluded in the first section of this chapter, three parameters are especially important when 

indicating top and bottom price levels, and thereby the future quality of a pricing strategy. The 

indication of future trends of these price levels is, however, impossible via a quantitative analysis in 

high-tech environments. This is because of the high level of unpredictability in high-tech 

environments, which makes historical quantitative data unreliable to create sustainable future 

indications. 

To give managers, despite this situation, an aid in estimating future price levels, qualitative 

information has been selected. This qualitative information exists out of the evolution of the most 

influential parameters of price levels in high-tech environments over the PLC stages. This information 

has been chosen because of the eminent importance of the PLC in a high-tech environment with 

regard to the pricing strategy. Furthermore, the availability of theoretical support with regard to the 

evolution of the three most important parameters of pricing levels over the stages of the PLC is 

required. Therefore, the PLC theory is capable of delivering the necessary qualitative insights 

required by managers to indicate future price trends. 
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2.2.3.1 Selection of parameters and their relationship 

Because of the above described importance of the stage a PLC is in with regard to a specific product 

type, and the technological developments that take place, these elements are suggested to be the 

additional parameters which have to be taken into account in high-tech markets to indicate the most 

prevalent sources of changes in top and bottom price levels. This results in the overview of 

parameters per factor as shown in table 2-3. 

Because of the dependence of all other parameters on the specific PLC stages a relationship between 

the parameters is suggested as is visualized in figure 2-4. The most prevailing sources of a change in 

top and bottom price limits have been included in a matrix which is designed to support the 

appointed manager in value estimations of these price levels. Due to the qualitative nature of these 

indications managers will, however, still need to analyze the level of the price limit manually instead 

of being able to rely on automated estimation techniques. Although this will be less precise, this will 

also enable the possibility to take unexpected, radical changes into account and is therefore 

expected to be more reliable (Skitka, Mosier, & Burdick, 1999).  

2.2.3.2 Pricing strategy quality 

By assisting managers through the indication of the sources of parameter changes over the PLC 

stages, they should be able to gain better insights to these changes. This is expected to allow them to 

make better future indications of the top and bottom price limits and thereby detect and solve future 

profitability issues timely, which will finally lead to an increase in the quality of the pricing strategy. 

The final quality of a firm’s pricing strategy is therefore expected to depend on the type of 

parameters selected and the mutual dependence they take into account.  

Factors and their parameters to be included 

Top market price level Bottom price level 

Customer value drivers Product cost 

Competitor price Technological development 

Technological development PLC Stage 

PLC Stage  

Table 2-3; Factors and parameters to be included (2) 

 Table 2-4; PLC & parameter matrix 

 Parameters 

P
LC

 s
ta

ge
s 

 Technological 
changes 

Type of value 
drivers 

Costs 
changes 

Most 
important 
competitor 

Introduction Design + 
material 

High tech 
drivers, image 
(psychological) 

Design + 
material 

Specialized 
market 
pioneers 

Growth Design + 
material + 
process 

Practicality 
(monetary) 

Design + 
material + 
process 

Generalized 
followers 

Maturity Process Practicality, 
ease of use 
(monetary) 

Process Generalized 
followers 

Decline Process, 
minimum 
change 

Exit strategy 
dependent 

Process, 
minimum 
change 

Exit strategy 
dependent 
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2.3 Making sustainable qualitative pricing decisions 
A pricing strategy’s quality has been defined as ‘the extent to which a pricing strategy optimizes 

profitability of a firm by being fitted to the firm by which the particular strategy is pursued, and to 

the environment in which this firm is active’. During the time that a company is active in a market, 

internal as well as external parameters will change, as was already pointed out earlier. Especially 

high-tech markets by their characteristic of high-speed development will change quicker than other 

industries (Smith, Sinha, Lancioni, & Forman, 1999). Due to this change, the fit between the pricing 

strategy, the business and the market will decrease (Kotler & Keller, 2008), which makes periodical 

evaluations necessary. After the top and bottom price levels and trends have been determined, 

regular checks need to take place to assess whether the business is still on course towards its stated 

pricing objectives.  

When deviations seem to take place, additional actions need to be undertaken as soon as possible. 

Negative deviations should be corrected and positive ones should be continued and exploited (Kerin, 

Hartley, Berkowitz, & Rudelius, 2006). Regaining a strategic position after losing it is much harder 

than maintaining the position once acquired (Kotler & Keller, 2008). However, the amount of 

parameters described in the preceding chapter and the high development speed of the high-tech 

industry does not make it easier to gather the correct information and keep an overview of the data. 

As was suggested during the previous paragraph, it is expected that both the type of parameters of 

which the data is collected and its mutual dependence will influence the quality of the pricing 

strategy.  

To structure and thereby strengthen their decision making in uncertain situations with many 

influential factors, firms often use DSS to guide the available information and take better decisions. 

The application of these systems and their most important components are discussed below.  

2.3.1 Decision Support Systems 

As was just mentioned, the use of DSS is especially focused on the creation of structure in decision-

making procedures during uncertain situations, making it specifically suitable for high-tech 

environments. However, because of the very broad definition of DSS, not all DSS are applicable in 

high-tech environments, as will be explained below.  

2.3.1.1 Definition of  DSS 

The definition of a DSS that will be used is a combination of the ones defined by Moore and Chang 

(1980) and Eom & Kim (2006), which means that DSS is seen as a computerized, interactive and 

future oriented system which summarizes and extracts information out of available data by loosely 

defined procedures. This provides users with the opportunity to use the system for ad-hoc situations 

which are not pre-specified.  

The definition of DSS is still very broad and multiple levels of DSS are mentioned in the DSS literature. 

Dong and Loo (2001) describe three levels in DSS; DSS tools, DSS generators and Specific DSS. DSS 

tools are the hardware or software which facilitate the development of DSS generators or specific 

DSS. Examples include computer hardware (e.g. servers and smart boards) or general software like 

operating systems (e.g. ‘Windows’ or ‘Mac’). A DSS generator is more specific (e.g. MS Excel) and can 

be used as a program to develop a specific DSS. A specific DSS is, as the name already implies, 

specified to one single application.  
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As the research is only about one specific application, DSS generators and DSS tools are beyond the 

scope of this research and only specific DSS will be discussed further. ‘DSS’ will therefore from now 

on refer to ‘Specific DSS’. 

2.3.1.2 Specific DSS 

A wide range of applications of DSS are discussed in the literature, from water management 

applications (Andreu, Capilla, & Sanchis, 1996), to retail inventory planning (Achabal, MCIntyre, 

Smith, & Kalyanam, 2000) and clinical practices (Goldstein, et al., 2000). Power (2004) made a 

differentiation of DSS over several segments, based upon the dominant component available. The 

segments consist out of data-, model-, knowledge-, document-, and communication-driven DSS’.  

Where data driven DSS are focused on data warehousing and large amounts of data to deliver 

information to employees, model-driven DSS are based upon data and parameters entered by 

employees and are focused on the creation of representational and optimization models. Knowledge 

driven DSS are based upon Artifical Intelligence such as Artifical Neural Network techniques, linear 

programming and other earlier discussed automated estimation tools. Document-driven DSS are 

focused upon the establishment of an organized information archive in which search engines can be 

a powerful tool and communication-driven DSS contain especially group communication support aids 

which can include tools such as email, two-way interactive video, chat-tools, and other tools that can 

assist in communication (Power, 2004). 

A DSS should be built in an iterative way, depending on the needs of the stakeholders and the 

possibilities the environment offers. This makes sense since each DSS has a unique character and 

therefore an unknown exact desired design (Sprague, 1980). The core components of the DSS that 

should be paid attention to are the available data, the model(s) used to collect and analyze the data 

and the user interface to present the results of the analysis (Dong & Loo, 2001; Sprague, 1980). 

Based upon the possibilities of the environment and the desired outcomes, tools can be included to 

support in the decision making process during the collection, analysis and/or presentation procedure 

(Eom & Kim, 2006). Some of these tools were mentioned above and differentiate from quantitative 

techniques, such as linear programming and Artificial Neural Networking to qualitative techniques 

such as graphics and visual interactive modeling.  

Because a custom design of a DSS is required for each specific situation, as is also mentioned by 

Power (2004) and Sprague (1980), it can be expected that the extent to which a DSS, if applied, is 

suited to a specific purpose will have an influence on the quality of the goal that needs to be 

reached. If an influential parameter is checked in the wrong context, relationship or not checked at 

all, or if the analysis of the gathered data is supported in a wrong way, the quality of the outcome 

can be expected to decrease. Additionally, the included tools, as described above, need to be suited 

to the goals and environmental circumstances. The use of an Artificial Neural Networking tool, as was 

seen at the beginning of this chapter, would be useless in a high-tech environment when it comes to 

decision making with regard to future pricing strategies.  
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The most suitable DSS type for the current challenge seems to be the model-driven DSS. In order to 

maintain profitability, there’s a need for a model to check and optimize a firms pricing strategy’s 

quality. This optimization needs to take place based upon the just defined parameters of which the 

data can be entered by the employees. Throughout the literature, multiple tools are available to aid 

in the creation of such a representation and optimization model. Some examples of such tools are for 

instance scenario planning (Peterson, Cumming, & Carpenter, 2003) and roadmapping (Phaal, 

Farrukh, & Probert, 2005). 

2.3.1.3 DSS and the Learning-effect 

Although a positive effect of the use of a DSS on decision quality has been found (Sainfort, Gustafson, 

Bosworth, & Hawkins, 1990; Sharda, Barr, & McDonnell, 1988), an important factor that has to be 

taken into account is the learning-effect. The influence of the learning-effect means that the positive 

influence of the use of a DSS on the final quality of the decision may only be noticeable after 

employees gained experience in the use of it (Sharda, Barr, & McDonnell, 1988).  

The influence of employee experience on decision quality will be discussed in the next paragraph. It 

will become apparent that employee experience does not only have an influence on the 

effectiveness of a DSS, but also on the precision and speed with which data are collected and 

analyzed. 
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2.3.2 Employees’ experience 

Besides the tool(s) used during the analysis of the quality of a pricing strategy and its adaptations, it 

can be expected that the experience of the involved employees will have its influence on the final 

outcome as well. This became clear by the importance of the learning-effect as was mentioned by 

Sharda et al. (1988). 

2.3.2.1 Experience as a positive effect 

Sharda et al. (1988) mentions the importance of the learning-effect that takes place when DSS are 

implemented. This statement is generally supported by multiple literature sources. As discussed by 

Sherpherd et al. (2003), several authors indicate that an increase in experience gives people 

important advantages when it comes to efficiency and the selection of the correct dimensions. The 

correct dimensions can be defined as the most influential dimensions with regard to the final 

outcome of decisions (Shepherd, Zacharkakis, & Baron, 2003). Experience also contributes to the 

level of recognition of important links between these dimensions. Insights gained by experience will 

therefore contribute to the final decision quality with regard to the necessary adaptions that need to 

be made to keep the pricing strategy as fitted to the environment and firm as possible. This theory is 

also supported by the research conducted by Raghunathan (1999), who found that a combination of 

information quality and decision maker quality has an impact on the quality of a final decision made. 

Practically this implies that more experienced persons, when involved in the process to detect 

shortcomings, will be able to indicate more reliable trends with regard to future top and bottom 

price levels. They will, for instance, be able to make more underpinned estimations with respect to 

the ratio in which competitor prices and psychological value drivers such as brand value have impact 

on the maximum price a customer segment is willing to pay for a product. Another implication is the 

improved assessment a more experienced employee will be able to make with regard to the most 

valuable adaptation that can be made to a pricing strategy. This will contribute to gain the rate of 

improvement of the quality of a pricing strategy. 

2.3.2.2 Experience as a negative effect 

There is, however, a downside to experience that has to be taken into account. As the experience 

increases beyond a certain point, experienced decision makers tend to make shortcuts during their 

analysis and increasingly tend to base their decisions on a minimum number of parameters in 

combination with their experience instead of reading all parameters. This is likely to result in less well 

underpinned decisions (Shepherd, Zacharkakis, & Baron, 2003). 

Shepherd et al. (2003) suggests that the increase of experience beyond a certain point leads to 

automated decision making instead of taking new alternatives into account which they have not 

experienced yet.  This is where it becomes important that the chosen DSS-design has characteristics 

that trigger employees to think beyond their prevailing mindset, information sources, analysis and 

conclusions, which will finally contribute to the optimization of the quality of the pricing strategy.   
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2.3.3 Wrap up: DSS and employees’ experience influence on pricing strategy’s quality 

Because of the amount of parameters, their relationships and the turbulent environment in which 

the analysis has to take place, it is recommended to use a structured system to aid in the collection 

and presentation the required data as is suggested in the literature. As these systems, however, need 

to be suitable for the exact purpose they are used for, their design is likely to have influence on the 

quality of the final outcome of the decisions made via these systems.  

This influence can be expected to take place during the data collection routines and procedures, as 

well as during the analysis of the data and the presentation of the outcomes. Because of this, the 

effects of the chosen design of the DSS upon the quality of the pricing strategy are suggested to be 

direct as well as indirect. A direct effect is the final design of the DSS, which will guide the final 

decisions in a certain direction during the analysis and presentation, based upon the tool(s) selected 

to be part of the DSS. An indirect effect involves the influence of the DSS design on the extent to 

which the selected parameters and their mutual dependence will be respected and implemented 

during the data collection procedures. 

A final factor that is suggested to have an influence on the quality of the pricing strategy chosen by a 

firm is the experience of the employees involved in analysis and enhancement of the pricing 

strategy’s quality. Employee experience is as well expected to influence the outcome directly and 

indirectly. Directly via the experience that is gained in the detection of shortcomings in the present 

and future fit of the current strategy as well as in the selection of suitable solutions. Indirect 

influence is expected to be twofold. First by the influence an employee’s experience has to the 

extent to which the correct information is selected, and will thereby represent a parameter in the 

model that is used. Second via the degree of experience and employee has in the use of the DSS to 

support his analysis. 

The above described influences of DSS design and employee experience will be added to the 

integrated model for pricing strategy quality in high-tech markets that will be presented during the 

next paragraph.  
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2.4 An integrated model for pricing strategy quality in high tech markets 
A model has been created to visualize the relation between the final quality of a firm’s pursued 

pricing strategy and the factors that are expected to influence that quality. This model is shown in 

figure 2-3 and includes three antecedents of ‘quality of pricing strategy’. The quality of a pricing 

strategy was already defined as the extent to which a pricing strategy is able to fulfill the pricing 

objective of a firm and thereby guarantee its profitability. This is achieved by being fitted to the firm 

by which the particular strategy is pursued, and to the environment in which this firm is active.  

The antecedents relate to the different elements of the previous sections. The first antecedent 

accounted for is the pricing model. This antecedent refers to the model the firm uses, specifically the 

variables it includes and their mutual relations, to indicate future shortcomings in profitability caused 

by the currently pursued pricing strategy. Including the correct variables, in a proper relation to one 

another, as is described in the previous sections, is expected to lead to an improvement of the 

quality of the pricing strategy. Better insights will lead to further quality improvements of this 

strategy due to the presence of more accurate information.  

The second antecedent is the DSS-design. Here, a broad definition involving the quality of data 

collection routines/procedures is used, combined with a presentation of the results of above model 

to users. Better routines/procedures and a better presentation are expected to improve the quality 

of the pricing strategy. Analysis and presentation methods which are more fitted to the specific type 

of data will handle and display these data more adequate, as was suggested in the preceding 

literature. Because of this suggestion it is presumed that the design of the DSS has a direct influence 

due to the improved decisions made based on a more suitable analysis of the data. Additionally, 

there will be a clearer presentation of the outcomes of the model. Moreover, the DSS-design is 

expected to have an effect on the precision with which the selected parameters and their mutual 

relations are taken into account via the extent to which they are integrated in the DSS-design’s 

routines/procedures. Because of this expectation, an indirect effect is taken into account. 

Finally, as was suggested in the final section of the theoretical background, the experience that is 

gained over time by the involved employees will presumably interact with the influence the variables 

of the model have on the final quality of the pricing strategy. Another interaction is expected 

between the employee experience and the DSS-design. The design will only be able to be completely 

effective when the employees are experienced enough in the use of it. A direct influence of 

experience on the pricing strategy quality is expected as well. This is because of the effect that the 

experience of the involved employees will have on the detection of shortcomings and adaptations in 

the current and future fit of the pursued strategy with the environment as well as with the firm itself. 

 

 

  

Figure 2-3: Model for the influences on quality of a pricing strategy in high-tech markets (2) 
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3 Research method and analysis 
During the exploratory first part of the analysis several relations have been proposed, and visualized 

accordingly in the above suggested model (figure 2-3). A descriptive case study at Philips LED Systems 

was conducted to analyze this theoretical model and answer the research questions. In this case 

study the model is applied in the specific business circumstances, taking into account the amount of 

parameters that needed to be checked in the implementation of the model.   

3.1 The case 
The case study has been conducted at Philips LED Systems, from now on referred to as ‘LED Systems’. 

LED Systems is active in the Business to Business (B2B) LED market and sells to Original Equipment 

Manufacturers (OEM’s) who use the semi-finished product in final LED luminaires and sell to 

professional lighting installers for B2B purposes. This market is called the ‘professional LED market’, 

which LED Systems has divided in three product categories: Linear-, Point-, and Outdoor-lighting, 

each served by its own Product Group (PG). The three PG’s will from now on be indicated by ‘Point’, 

‘Linear’ and ‘Outdoor’. Two additional supportive PG’s are active within LED Systems, the ‘Driver PG’ 

and the ‘RDL (Refrigerated Display Lighting) PG’. The research has however focused on the former 

three PG’s due to time constrains and emphasis on these PG’s during the present analysis sessions. 

Competition is fierce due to the many players that are active in this market, the relatively ease to 

master LED technology, and the regular technological innovations that contribute to lower product 

and production costs. The professional LED market can therefore be classified as a high-tech market. 

Every quarter, Global Product Review Meeting (GPRM) -sessions are held by LED Systems, as is 

visualized in figure 3-1. The GPRM-sessions are about the future indications of all product types over 

the world markets and are attended by the PG’s as well as by the senior management of LED 

Systems. During these sessions a broad array of subjects is discussed, including business 

performance, as well as strategy, the product launch planning, R&D investments, future product 

prices and costs, and other product related subjects. As part of these quarterly meetings, there were 

discussions of roadmaps with regard to future market prices and product costs, which made the case 

of LED Systems suitable for the conduction of a case study with regard to pricing strategy quality. 

These roadmaps contain future indications of product prices and costs of several product archetypes 

selected out of the entire product portfolio of LED Systems. 

As a result of the fierce competition on technology as well as 

on product prices, accurate price forecasts are required to 

respond price wise when necessary, to ensure the firm’s 

competitive position in the market. The management of LED 

Systems has come up with a request for the creation of a 

reliable and easy to use process and tool(s) to support in the 

indication of future prices and costs, and to detect and 

respond to profitability issues timely. This request fitted with 

the intended objective of the study, making the study supply 

the desired deliverable for LED Systems. 

 

  

Figure 3-1; quarterly GPRM session 
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3.2 Data & sources 
To be able to apply the model suggested by the literature, the current situation had to be 

determined with regard to the three key influences on pricing strategy quality. In order to determine 

this current situation, mainly qualitative data has been gathered during the case study. This 

qualitative data has been collected from several sources, i.e. archival, external reports and data 

acquired by semi-structured interviews from LED Systems’ employees. The acquired information and 

its sources is displayed in table 3-1. 

Data has been gathered with regard to the factors and parameters which are currently taken into 

account by LED Systems during the prediction of product prices and costs. Once these were clear, a 

comparison could be made between the data used by LED Systems and the data indicated by the 

theory. Archival sources have been studied first and consisted out of former constructed price and 

cost roadmaps. With regard to the interviews, a choice has been made for semi-structured interviews 

while not all of the required questions could be determined beforehand. Additional ad-hoc questions 

could be required to bring more depth into the interview and gain additional information with regard 

to the mentioned parameters.  

Information Source Objective / 
subjective 

Qualitative / 
quantitative 

Factors Archive Objective Qualitative 

Parameters Interviews 
External reports 

Objective & 
Subjective 

Qualitative & 
quantitative 

DSS design Interviews 
Archive 

Objective & 
Subjective 

Qualitative 

Influence of employee experience Interviews Subjective Qualitative 
Table 3-1; Information sources 

Employees which have been interviewed for the determination of the factors and parameters used 

by LED Systems are the employees who are involved in the future price and cost estimations in 

preparation for the GPRM-sessions. These are the Global Product Managers (GPM’s) and the 

Procurement Engineers (PE’s) of each PG, who indicate future market prices and product costs, 

respectively. Additional employees were interviewed based on indications of the GPM’s and PE’s, 

however, these interviews, however, resulted in virtually no new insights. A list of the performed 

interviews is shown in appendix 7.3. The GPM is an employee of the marketing department which 

takes all the final marketing related decisions with regard to the products of his PG. The PE is an 

employee of the purchasing department and has the lead with regard to all the purchases required 

to enable the production of his PG’s products. Additional data which was available to indicate 

available parameters consisted out of two external reports. These reports were written by MC Kinsey 

(McKinsey & Company, Inc., 2012) and Navigant Consulting Inc. (Navigant Consulting, Inc., 2012) of 

which the latter was ordered by the US Department Of Energy (DOE), and both are focused on the 

current status and general future indications of the LED market. 
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A second type of information that was required, was related to the structure that was used by LED 

Systems to the gather, analyze and present the data. Does LED Systems use a standardized process 

and/or tool(s) to support in the decision making process and how well is this DSS adjusted to the 

input, required analysis and desired output? To gain insights with regard to this situation, GPRM-

sessions and former constructed price and cost roadmaps have been observed. Additionally, process 

related questions where added to the interviews conducted with the GPM’s and PE’s to discover 

existing process routines and (dis-) similarities between PG’s. 

The final type of required information was about the anticipation of LED Systems on the experience 

that was gained by their employees. Does LED Systems take into account that a larger amount of 

experience could result in a decreasing performance of employees with regard to the creation of 

future indications? An observation of the employees took place during the actual routine of two 

GPRM-sessions to see whether presented price and cost indications were challenged by other 

participants to test the extent to which the estimations had been substantiated. 
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3.3 Measurement & analysis 
During the analysis with regard to the current situation at LED Systems, a fixed order has been 

maintained when analyzing all three PG’s. First the factors which are taken into account by LED 

Systems should be clear, after which focusing on the parameters used to indicate these factors can 

take place. After the factors and parameters had become clear, the steps and tools included in the 

process, by which these parameters were taken into account to determine the values of the factors, 

have been investigated. The question-lists used during the interviews as well as a list of conducted 

interviews are attached in Appendices 7.1, 7.2 & 7.3. The reports of the interviews themselves are 

not included because of the required confidentiality. 

To compare and improve the situation at LED Systems an iterative process of incremental 

adjustments was chosen. A choice was made for incremental adjustments instead of a whole new 

approach, because of the influence the experience of the employees is expected to have on the final 

quality of the pricing strategy. This experience was expected to be partly preserved when the former 

practice was maintained with respect to the parts where no change was required.  

First, dissimilarities and required adaptations to the current situation at LED Systems were identified. 

According to the theoretical model drawn in the second section of this report this automatically 

indicates the existing quality of the pricing strategy. Subsequently, the introduction of the 

adaptations has been done in two iterative steps. After each adjustment step a feedback session 

takes place to review the made adjustments.  By this approach the process is expected to lead to an 

improved pricing strategy’s quality in the end.  

  

Figure 3-2; Adaptation process (1) 
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An iterative approach has been selected because of the limited number of employees that could be 

interviewed to obtain the required feedback with regard to the suitability of the adaptations. The low 

amount of sources reduces the robustness of the outcomes. It can be confirmed by successive steps 

that the remarks and suggested adaptations were suitable and reliable. Another reason for the 

iterative approach was the necessity of a iterative process during the implementation and adaptation 

of a DSS, as mentioned by the DSS literature. All steps of the followed adaptation process are shown 

in figure 3-2. 

The presence of only one GPM and PE per PG makes the findings of the interviews less robust 

compared to a situation in which the input of multiple GPM’s and PE’s per PG could be analyzed. An 

analysis of more GPM’s and PE’s per PG would lead to a combined and thereby more objective 

overview of the situation. However, the combined analysis of data produced by two GPM’s of 

different PG’s cannot always be applied due to the lack of insights a GPM has in another PG’s market. 

Market properties can be expected to differ over segments, thereby influencing a GPM’s insights 

with regard to his/her parameter indications, which makes the gathered data partially incomparable 

between the PG’s.  

The choice for a longitudinal research by assessment of the made adaptations via several iterations is 

expected to contribute to the robustness of the analysis via the verification of the core findings 

extracted out of the interview as well as the adaptations made based on these findings. Although it 

can be expected that an increasing amount of iterations will improve the results of the outcome, only 

two iterations have been applied while this was the maximal attainable amount of iterations due to 

the time constraints imposed by the master thesis guidelines. 

Although the presence of only one PE and PGM per PG created some limitations to the study, it also 

reduced the amount of incompatible information. Because of the fact that the knowledge of both 

employees is limited to their own function they were not always able to provide the same type of 

information, which therefore cannot be conflicting. However, there still was some information which 

could be gathered from, and therefore needed to be supported by, both employees. 

Special points of attention with regard to the incompatibility of information gathered from the 

GPM’s and PE’s was linked to the existing decision process and the required adaptations to that 

process. Due to conflicting interests of both types of employees there was not always a consensus 

with regard to the most suitable moment for updates of the required information or with regard to 

the most convenient layout of formats. Whenever conflicts occurred most of them were solved by 

mediation between the involved employees. Unsolvable issues were submitted to the general 

managers of the marketing and/or purchasing departments to make the final call.  

One of these issues was whether the update of the time-horizon of the presentation format should 

take place in the February or May GPRM.  The PE of Point requested the update to take place during 

the February GPRM because of the fact that the new product cost information analysis were 

performed just before this GPRM session and therefore additional up to date information was 

available. However, in the end there was decided by the general managers of both departments to 

let the update take place as before, during the second GPRM. This was decided to add no further 

changes to the process and let employees get used to the other adaptations first. 
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4 Results 
This chapter contains a presentation and analysis of the findings of the research, after which the final 

conclusions and a discussion will summarize the results. First, a more elaborate description will be 

given of LED Systems, its market, pricing objective and strategy. Subsequently, the results of the 

research will be discussed, thereby focusing on the observed discrepancy between the practices of 

LED Systems and the suggested theoretical model, as well as on the introduced adaptations and how 

they have been received in practice. 

4.1 Philips LED Systems, its pricing objective and strategy 
In this paragraph, the market environment, structure, pricing objective and strategy of LED Systems 

will be discussed to give a more complete overview of the situation the business unit finds itself in. 

4.1.1 Philips LED Systems 

As was already illustrated briefly in the previous chapter, the case study has taken place at Philips’ 

business unit ‘LED Systems‘. LED Systems is a part of the business group ‘Philips Lighting’ and is active 

in the global professional LED market. The business unit develops LED boards and drivers to control 

those boards. Customers are Do It Yourself (DIY) Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM’s) who 

integrate the LED modules into luminaires or regular OEM’s who buy the luminaire externally as well. 

The luminaire is the aesthetic casing of a lamp. These OEM’s sell their complete lighting products, 

LED boards, drivers and luminaires, to installers which will install them in offices, stores and other 

public or business environments. The sales towards DIY’s or OEM’s take place via public tendering. 

 

To make the worldwide LED market manageable, the market has been divided in 3 different 

geographical regions: Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA), North America (NA), and Asia Pacific 

Region (APR). Three different product categories are sold in these regions; Point, Linear and Outdoor 

products. These product categories all exist out of 3 product types per category, namely Standalone 

drivers, Two box modules and Integrated modules. As the partitioning made above is put in a matrix, 

the world of LED Systems can be divided in 27 boxes. This is shown in figure 4-1.The drivers to control 

the LED modules are sold together with the modules as a ‘two box system’, as well as independent as 

‘stand-alone drivers’. The integrated modules have integrated drivers on the LED module. 

  

Figure 4-1; Market segmentation matrix 
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4.1.2 LED Systems’ pricing objective and -strategy 

To be able to indicate the quality of a pricing strategy, i.e. whether the pricing objective is met, the 

pricing objective of LED Systems should be clear. When a pricing objective is chosen correctly, 

meeting this objective ensures the preservation of future profitability, as was shown in the 

theoretical review above. 

4.1.2.1 LED Systems’ pricing objective  

The objective of Philips LED Systems is to maximize profit margins and thereby its profitability. This 

objective is reached by increasing the customer value of their products via differentiation of products 

and services, as well as the reduction of product and production costs. An example of a service 

differentiation is the high level of ‘design-in support’. This is the support that is delivered by LED 

Systems to customer OEM’s who themselves do not have the knowledge to design their product up 

to the Philips’ standards. These standard are required to make the implementation of LED Systems’ 

semi-finished product(s) successful. Product differentiation takes place with regard to efficiency, light 

quality, heat management and other customer value drivers.  

Continuous new investments in R&D are required due to the typical short PLC of high-tech industries, 

which is also recognizable in the professional LED market where differentiations are, on average, only 

viable for 3-6 months. After this period, they will be adopted by competition as well. As a result of 

these required investments a minimal profit margin is desired on top of landed product costs to 

make new investments possible and remain competitive in the future. Landed product costs are the 

summation of all costs made for a product until it is delivered to a region specific warehouse without 

taking overhead costs into account. To include overhead costs, an additional percentage of the 

landed costs should be added. Landed product costs will from now on be called ‘product costs’. An 

additional advantage of LED Systems is its ability to carry the ‘Philips’ brand which results in an 

estimated additional brand value percentage as compared to the top market price which competitors 

can ask for their products. 

4.1.2.2 LED Systems’ pricing strategy 

The marketing department of LED Systems aims to make use of Strategic Pricing as described by 

Nagle et al. (2010). This means that multiple factors are added to the pricing strategy including the 

minimization of costs, the translation of differentiated product benefits in fair price premiums, and 

anticipation on the behavior of competitors.  

Strategic pricing has three principles: it is value-based, pro-active and profit driven. A value-based 

approach means that the price of a product should be based upon the combination of the value a 

product delivers to a customer, monetary and/or psychological, and the price of competitor 

products. Pro-active indicates the anticipation of the firm on future disruptive events in customer 

segments, with regard to competitive threats and/or technological developments. The final principle 

is profit-driven which implies that a company should rate its success by the estimation of the 

profitability of its own alternative investments instead of comparing its profits to competitors. In this 

way, a business is able to make the most profitable decisions with regard to its own situation. 

However, strategic pricing is not always implemented flawlessly. During one of the interviews, a GPM 

requested information with regard to the costs per added feature. This, of course, tends towards 

cost-plus pricing methods which neglect the maximum value a customer is willing to pay for a 

product or feature based on its monetary of psychological value and competitor prices. 
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4.2 Factors & parameters included at LED Systems 
The following paragraph contains an analysis of the factors and parameters which are included by 

LED Systems employees during the indication of future profitability, which is the first step of the 

adaptation process visualized in figure 4-2. After this, a reflection of the practices of LED Systems will 

be held based on the earlier discussed theory. 

 

To be able to determine the factors and parameters that have been taken into account during the 

estimations of future profitability, interviews have been conducted and earlier estimations were 

reviewed. The interviews are held with the GPM’s and PE’s of all three PG’s. The reviewed 

profitability estimations have been presented during earlier GPRM-sessions and are stored on the 

LED Systems archive. Finally, two available external reports have been perused, which were ordered 

by McKinsey and the DOE (McKinsey & Company, Inc., 2012; Navigant Consulting, Inc., 2012). 

4.2.1 Factors 

It can be concluded that for each 

product type, per product group 

and per geographical region, an 

archetypal product is selected. For 

all these archetypal products 

indications are made with regard 

to the factors of ‘product costs’ 

and ‘market price’ of these 

products.  

An example of an indication 

overview is shown in figure 4-6. 
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tend to correspond to the top and bottom price levels mentioned during the discussion of the 

theoretical background. The value of the LED Systems product prices should be above the indicated 

top competitor market prices. This because of LED Systems’ objective of maximum profitability and 

the presumed additional brand value of its products compared to competitor products. On the other 

hand, the product costs correspond with the bottom price level as discussed in the earlier sections of 

this report.  

When the indicated factors of LED Systems, i.e. market price and product costs, correspond to the 

theoretical factors, i.e. bottom price level and top market price level, this would result in the 

visualization as shown in figure 4-3. However, the exact correspondence between the factors that are 

taken into account by LED Systems and the factors which are suggested by the theory, depend on the 

parameters that are used during the determination of the values of the factors. 

4.2.2 Parameters 

To gain better insights with regard to the parameters, the GPM’s and PE’s have been interviewed. An 

overview of the parameters that are taken into account by the GPM’s and PE’s of each product group 

has been visualized in table 4-1 . Based upon this overview several  conclusions can be drawn.  

Product Group Point year 1 & 2  

Factors  Market price Product costs 

Parameters Experience 
Market rumors (tech/price) 
Gut-feeling 

Technological change 
Component costs 

Product Group Point year 3, 4 & 5  

Factors  Market price Product costs 

Parameters Experience 
Market rumors (tech/price) 
Gut-feeling 

Sales price 
Margin 

Product Group Linear  

Factors  Market price Product costs 

Parameters Product costs 
Margin 
Experience 
Market rumors (tech/price) 

Technological change 
Component costs 

Product Group Outdoor  

Factors  Market price Product costs 

Parameters Experience 
Market rumors (tech/price) 
Gut-feeling 

Technological change 
Component costs 

Table 4-1; parameters taken into account by LED Systems 
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What stood out was the fact that Point had two ways of defining both factors over the adopted 5-

year time horizon. Although the market price and product cost indications of the first two years into 

the future were based upon experience, market rumors, gut-feeling, technological change and 

component costs, ‘product costs’ of the 3rd, 4th and 5th year were based upon the price and margin 

which resulted in target costing (Cooper, 1996). Furthermore, in the analysis of Linear, ‘product 

costs’ seemed to make up a large part of the determination of ‘market prices’, which tended toward 

a cost-plus pricing method. Outdoor determined ‘market prices’ and ‘product cost’ in a comparable 

way as is done by Point in the first two years towards the future. 

Market rumors comprised of a very broad definition; competitors prices, new technological 

developments by competitors, but also general competitor information e.g. the building of new 

factories by competitors, which could have an influence on transportation costs or economies of 

scale advantages and thereby on a competitor’s sales price. Defining a specific current competitor 

price is especially difficult due to the public tender policy by which B2B customers buy products. This 

makes exact knowledge about competitor prices prohibited by law and leads to the situation in 

which competitor prices need to be estimated via the acceptance and decline of offers made to 

customers. 

The two external reports which were analyzed only included very general information with regard to 

the LED market, for professional as well as for home appliance. Parameters indicated to be important 

for the comparison of products with regard to technological progress were Watt/dollar (W/$) for LED 

drivers and Lumen/dollar (lm/$) for LED modules. Another trend which was taken into account was 

the amount of price erosion (%) to compare relative price drops. However, these parameters were 

mainly used for analysis in retrospect rather than as prediction parameters. 

4.2.3 Reflection 

When the outcomes of the findings in the roadmap archives, and the interviews conducted with the 

GPM and PE of the PG’s, were reflected on the discussed theory, several (dis-)similarities were 

detected. As said, when the factors were discussed, one could argue that the underlying idea of the 

factors estimated by LED Systems and the theoretically suggested factors matched. The parameters 

mentioned by the GPM and PE only partially confirmed this, as can be seen when tables 4-1 and 4-2 

are compared. 

In the literature, the factor ‘Top market price level’ was suggested to be constructed out of the 

parameters: customer value drivers, competitor prices, technological development, and PLC stage. 

‘Market price’ at LED Systems was as well based upon technological development and competitor 

prices, but specific customer value driver information and the PLC stage were not taken into account.  

 ‘Bottom price level’ is, according to the literature, ideally based on product costs, technological 

development and the PLC stage a product is located in. The factor ‘Product costs’ is, in 

correspondence with ‘Bottom price level’, based on the costs of components and technological 

change. However, during the determination of ‘product costs’ the PLC stage of the product was not 

taken into account.  
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It was concluded that, content wise, the factors which are taken into account by LED Systems to 

indicate future profitability, and thereby the quality of their pricing strategy, only partially 

corresponded to the factors suggested by theory. An aspect which was detected as well, and can be 

seen as typical for the high-tech environment in which Philips is doing business, is the low amount of 

quantitative data on which is, and can be, relied. A second typical characteristic is the difficulty with 

which the necessary information is gathered by the stakeholders of the indication process.  

4.3 Decision structure and tools used at LED Systems 
The difficulty with which the necessary information was gathered, as is mentioned above, 

emphasizes the need for support during the first component of the decision making process. As 

indicated by the theory, a DSS consists out of three components: the gathering of data, the analysis 

of this data and the presentation of the outcomes of the analysis. Furthermore, the DSS should be 

adapted to the possibilities of the environment, as well as to the needs of its users (Sprague, 1980; 

Dong & Loo, 2001).  This paragraph contains a discussion about which processes and tools were 

included by LED Systems to support their employees during the estimation of the future profitability 

of the product portfolio. This is the second step in the adaptation process, shown in figure 4-4. 

Factors and their parameters to be included 

Top market price level Bottom price level 

Customer value drivers Product cost 

Competitor price Technological development 

Technological development PLC Stage 

PLC Stage  

Table 4-2; Factors and parameters to be included (3) 

Figure 4-4; Adaptation process (3) 
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4.3.1 Decision structure and tools per PG 

To support the LED Systems management in their strategic decision making with regard to future 

profitability, roadmapping was used as a tool. To analyze the practices at LED Systems during the 

roadmapping process, the involved employees, i.e. GPM’s and PE’s, have been interviewed to clarify 

the steps taken to gather, analyze and present the data. Subsequently, the process has been 

illustrated, verified with the PG’s and adjusted where necessary. These processes are included in 

appendix 7.4, 7.5. & 7.6, a preview is shown in figure 4-5.  

When the followed processes are compared over the PG’s, the same conclusion can be drawn as was 

done during the analysis of the parameters used to estimate the factors analyzed in the process. The 

process followed by Point to indicate the prices and costs of products during the first two future 

years, corresponds with the process which is followed by Outdoor and consists out of four general 

steps.  

First an archetypal product is chosen for each product type (i.e. stand-alone driver, two-box system & 

integrated module) to present a range of products. The choice of this archetype is based upon the 

current and future expectations of products’ sales volumes. After the archetype has been chosen, 

two different actions are taken simultaneously to estimate the abovementioned factors. These 

actions are the estimation of the product costs by the PE and the estimation of the market prices by 

the GPM. Both of these estimations are then used to calculate a minimal required market price based 

upon the estimated product cost and a maximum allowed product costs, based upon the estimated 

market price estimations for the specific products. During both calculations the minimal profit margin 

of 30% is taken into account, based upon the pricing strategy objective. 

 

Figure 4-5; Roadmapping process Outdoor & Point (year 1 & 2) 
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In the stage following these parallel steps the estimated and required minimal sales prices are 

compared, as well as the estimated and maximum allowed product costs. When differences occur 

between the estimated prices and costs and the desired prices and costs they can lead to a larger or 

smaller margin then is desired. A smaller margin results in a ‘profit gap’ while a larger margin results 

in an opportunity to gain additional profit. When a gap occurs, actions should be initiated to increase 

the expected profit margin, while opportunities for additional margin can be exploited.  

The 3th, 4th and 5th year of future estimations by Point are much more focused on the indication of 

target costs, based upon estimated future market prices. This technique makes it impossible to 

detect gaps and makes it therefore also impossible to select suitable solutions to tackle potential 

problems. The detection of gaps is made impossible due to the fact that the both factors depend on 

each other instead of being compared to each other. Finally, Linear seemed to use a much more cost-

based approach to estimate future market prices, which results in a mutual dependence of product 

costs and market prices as well.  

After the illustration of the processes, an interview was held for verification of the processes. Based 

on this verification adaptations had to be made to the ‘linear process’ with regard to the parameters 

used to indicate the market price estimations. Experience and market rumors which had first not 

been included, needed to be included as well, next to cost predictions and the desired margin, which 

had already been taken into account. All process steps and included information was in accordance 

to the parameters which were indicated earlier. 

The most important differences between Linear and the other PG’s were the lack of steps to indicate 

discrepancies between expected and desired margins, and the lack of solutions to these 

shortcomings. After the above discussed processes were followed by the PG’s, the results needed to 

be presented as a part of the GPRM-sessions. For this presentation a standard format was available, 

which is shown in figure 4-6. 

4.3.2 General decision structure and tools 

The most important conclusion that can be drawn out of the above described processes is the lack of 

a standard process and tools to guide the gathering, analysis and presentation of the data. Although 

the previous paragraph pointed out that the gathering of the correct data was hard within the 

environment in which LED Systems is operating, no standardized DSS seems to be in place. 

Roughly four comparable steps could be distinguished (table 4-3) in the processes used by the PG’s. 

However, no specific support by means of a standardized process or tools could be detected with 

regard to the gathering and analysis of the required data to indicate the market prices and product 

costs. The presentation of the data was partly standardized due to the format which was available. 

However, there was a lack in consensus with regard to the use of this format, which will be discussed 

below. 

Table 4-3; General process steps 

  

Process steps 

 Archetype choice 

 Product cost and/or market price indications 

 Gap detection 

 Definition of necessary actions 
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The gathering of the data can be argued to consist out of the first two steps of the process. To start 

with, a specific product was chosen, based upon the current and future expectations of products’ 

sales volumes, as an archetype to represent a range of products. Subsequently, additional data was 

gathered with regard to these archetypal products by means of the parameters that were indicated 

by each PG, to determine (future) market prices and product cost predictions.  

After the data had been gathered 

it was analyzed by calculating and 

comparing both market price and 

product cost indications as was 

described above. Based on the 

size of the gaps which were 

detected, additional actions were 

determined with regard to cost 

reductions and/or the applied 

pricing tactics.  

As mentioned above, the data 

resulting from the analysis was 

presented during the GPRM 

sessions in the standard format of 

(figure 4-6).   By means of this 

format it was possible to visualize the predicted product costs as well as market price of the chosen 

archetypes over the next five years. This standard format has been retrieved out of the LED Systems’ 

archives of former GPRM-sessions.  

An important consideration with regard to these retrieved formats is the fact that, although they are 

standardized in their layout, the use of the formats differs per PG. Where the PG’s Point and Outdoor 

filled a format for each region, Linear filled only one format for all three regions. The filling of the 

format is another point of attention, besides the fact that the format is not always completely filled, 

the way in which it is filled differs also per PG. While some PG’s enter only one specific product, 

others fill in a range of products. Although the presentation format has been standardized, no 

specific guidelines are in place for the use of the format. 

4.3.3 Reflection 

Because of the lack of suitable support during the gathering, analysis and presentation of the data 

with regard to future 

profitability, a real DSS was 

actually absent at LED Systems. 

No suitable tools or even a 

standard process were available 

to assist employees in their 

effort to determine future 

issues with regard to the 

profitability of the product 

portfolio. 

Figure 4-6; Previous standard presentation format (dummy data) 

Figure 4-7; Generic roadmap, shows the link between resources, skills, 
technology, deliverables and external influences (Petrick & Echols, 2004) 
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4.3.3.1 Roadmapping as a decision support tool 

Because LED Systems prefers to use roadmapping as a tool to present the final outcomes of the 

analysis and thereby support in the decision making process, roadmapping literature has been 

analyzed and used to assess the practices applied at LED Systems. Roadmapping is to be used as a 

planning tool to look into the future on a regular basis and check whether current and future plans 

still correspond with the pursued strategy and point towards the stated goals. When used for 

analysis, a roadmap is an instrument to generate discussion about suggested future indications 

instead of a tool to present facts. This discussion is intended to merge multiple insights of the 

participants of the discussion and thereby improve the quality of the future indications. 

In the literature, several types of roadmaps are found: pure technology roadmaps (Barker & Smith, 

1995), roadmaps to integrate business and technology (Groenveld, 1997), research guiding roadmaps 

(France & Rumpe, 2007), and many more, such as innovation, strategy and business roadmaps 

(Phaal, Farrukh, & Probert, 2005). Roadmaps have several advantages: they simplify complex 

situations, identify gaps and they generate a structured dialogue. As a matter of fact, they enable 

participants of all disciplines to understand and play a part in the mapping of the process (Barker & 

Smith, 1995). Due to this property, roadmaps are particularly suitable in clarifying strategies and 

tracking whether businesses are still on course of their strategy. In general, roadmaps are especially 

useful in environments of fast and ever changing technologies, while roadmaps are able to visualize 

and simplify the development between the current and long term situation (Phaal, Farrukh, & 

Probert, 2004).  

Throughout the roadmapping literature, several guidelines are available to which a suitable roadmap, 

and the process to fill that roadmap, should adhere (Phaal, Farrukh, & Probert, 2001; Phaal, Farrukh, 

& Probert, 2005; Groeneveld, 2007). These guidelines are visualized in table 4-4 and have been used 

to analyze the data gathering, analysis and presentation illustrated during the interviews. A note 

should be made that the requirements for roadmapping seem to be a more detailed version of the 

requirements mentioned by the general DSS literature. In this literature, the specific need within a 

business and the necessary fit of the DSS to this need and the available information are mentioned as 

well. 

Table 4-4; guidelines for roadmapping 

4.3.3.2 Analysis of the practice of 

roadmapping as a tool 

The first two points of attention with regard 

to roadmapping are the specific need that 

should be present and served by the 

roadmapping process as well as the 

commitment  of the senior management 

required to let the exercise succeed by 

delivering the required resources. Within LED 

Systems the need clearly exists; this need is the early detection of shortcomings in the future 

profitability of the product portfolio which enables the senior management of LED Systems to take 

the necessary strategic decisions to tackle these shortcomings. The senior management of LED 

initiated the roadmapping process to serve this need, which ensures their support for the 

roadmapping process. 

Guidelines for roadmapping (Groenveld, 2007); 
Phaal, 2001, 2005) 

 Specified need for roadmapping  

 Senior management commitment  

 Standardized roadmap format 

 Standardized roadmap process 

 Adaptation of the structure to business needs  

 Adaptation of layers to business needs 

 Adaptation time horizon  to business needs 

 Graphical format 
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The next requirement for successful roadmapping is the standardization of the presentation format. 

It can be concluded that the format was standardized, but the use of the format was left to the PG’s. 

Where the PG’s ‘Outdoor’ and ‘Point’ have filled a separate file for each region, the ‘Linear’ PG had 

created one single file for all regions during the GPRM-sessions. Furthermore, no specific choices had 

been made with regard to product archetypes and their factor’s values by multiple PG’s. Another 

important remark needs to be made with regard to the extent to which the formats were filled, while 

none of the formats were completely filled. This seemed to indicate that there was a lack of 

information or a lack of time to perform the analysis or fill in the presentation format. Both of these 

assumptions  were confirmed during the interviews. 

Furthermore, a standardized process is required leading up to the completion of the roadmap 

format. As already became clear during the description of the processes followed by the PG’s, these 

processes differ over the PG’s although there were several similarities. Additionally, it should be 

mentioned that the respondents were not able to give a more detailed description of the gathering 

of the data with regard to the indicated parameters and their mutual relation that led to the 

indication of the factors. This was most likely because of the lack of quantitative data that was 

gathered and the large amount of broad defined qualitative parameters such as experience,  ‘gut-

feeling’ and ‘market rumors’ that were included in this analysis. 

Next to the fact that the format was not standardized it can be concluded that the adaptation of the 

structure and layers of the roadmap were not fully adapted to the business need(s). Although both 

prices and costs were visualized in the roadmapping format, the detection of gaps and the selection 

of solutions to close these gaps were not stimulated. A final remark which needs to be made is the 

time horizon of the roadmap which had been chosen without justifying reasons and could therefore 

not be assessed on its correctness. The format of the roadmap (i.e. a table format) does, however, 

answer to one of the options suggested by the literature (Phaal, Farrukh, & Probert, Technology 

roadmapping - a planning framework for evolution and revolution, 2004) to visualize time vs. 

performance. 

As was already indicated before, it can be concluded that, on all three components of the DSS, no 

suitable support was available for the involved employees. The absence of a structured process 

description and supportive tools, during the gathering, analysis as well as presentation of the data 

seemed to lead to an incomplete overview and alternating interpretation of the requested effort. 

The incompletely as well as inconsistently filled formats demonstrated the failure of the existing 

effort to indicate future profitability and thereby the viability of the pricing strategy. An overview of 

the detected shortcomings is visualized in table 4-5. 

Detected shortcomings LED Systems’ DSS 

 No standardized roadmap format 

 No standardized roadmap process 

 No adaptation of the structure to business needs  

 No adaptation of layers to business needs 

 No clear adaptation time horizon  to business needs 
Table 4-5 Detected shortcomings LED Systems’ DSS 
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4.4 Influence of employee experience at LED Systems 
The final step in the analysis and reflection on the former situation at LED Systems is the estimation 

of the influence of employee experience on the pricing strategy quality. This step is highlighted in 

figure 4-8. 

The amount of times that experience is referred to as a source of the estimation of future prices and 

costs seemed to confirm the importance of experience during the estimation of future profitability 

and thereby the quality of the pursued pricing strategy at LED Systems. Even though the importance 

of experience as an influential factor was clear, no further attention seemed to be paid to increase 

the positive influences of experience or to the suppression of the negative ones.  

Because of the estimated importance of experience it has been suggested to familiarize the involved 

employees from the start with the proposed adaptations to the profitability estimation process and 

give them thorough explanations with regard to these adaptations. Due to the increased time 

employees are involved with the new working method, this was expected to increase their 

experience with the new activities, and thereby the positive influence of this experience.  However, 

no additional influence can be exerted with regard to the experience employees have with respect to 

the handling of additional parameters and/or the changed process. 

A suitable moment to challenge the negative effect of the experience of LED Systems employees was 

planned to be during the presentation of the potential gaps and suggested solutions. According to 

the roadmapping literature, this presentation should be focused on the creation of discussion instead 

of the presentation of facts. This discussion should lead to the assessment of the prevailing mindset. 

During this discussion, senior management has the opportunity to test the PG’s with regard to the 

robustness of their conclusions and suggestions, and whether or not they have taken shortcuts 

during their analysis. An important addition could be the use of indicators to aid the senior 

management in the easy recognition of potential points of attention and the nature of the issues, 

which will offer them the opportunity to ask more specific and detailed questions.   

Figure 4-8; Adaptation process (4) 
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4.5 Suggested adjustments 
Now that the comparison between the former situation at LED Systems and the situation suggested 

by the theory has been completed, several discrepancies have become clear. During this paragraph, 

suggestions for adjustments will be made. The choice was made for adjustments instead of a whole 

new approach because of the experience the employees have with the current approach. Therefore, 

it seems wise to maintain this approach as much as possible due to the estimated positive influence 

of experience on the final quality of the pricing strategy. 

The adjustments have been implemented during the iterative adaptation process, which will be 

illustrated in the next paragraph. Because of the fact that the entire process of the DSS can be seen 

as the core of the final solution, this process will be used as a guide in this paragraph. The process of 

the DSS consists, as has already been mentioned earlier, out of three components. During the 

discussion of the first component, the gathering of the data, the indicated factors and the 

parameters will receive additional attention. When discussing the second component, the analysis,  a 

focus will be on the roadmap format. Finally, when the presentation component is discussed, the 

influence of the employee experience  will be evaluated.  

After all suggested improvements have been discussed, a new 10-step process will be presented to 

solve the issue with regard to the lack of a standardized process during the assessment of future 

profitability. This process will be supported by a matrix which includes all the discussed information 

per process step to make it easy accessible for involved employees. 

  

Figure 4-9; Adaptation process (5) 
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4.5.1 Adjustments during data gathering 

The first component that will be discussed is the gathering of the data. As became clear during the 

first analysis of the followed processes, archetypes per product category need to be chosen because 

of the large number of products in the LED Systems portfolio. The choice with regard to this 

archetype is based upon the largest amount of sales volume that can be expected, and will be made 

by the GPM due to his insights in the market. The amount of sales volume is used as a decision 

variable because of the increased influence a profit margin of a product has when the sales volume 

of this product increases. 

The next step is the estimation of both the product costs (bottom price level) as well as the market 

price (top market price level) of the selected products. During the analysis of the factors and 

parameters, which were taken into account at LED Systems, it became clear that there were some 

dissimilarities between practice and theory. Even when competitors and technological changes were 

taken into account during the estimation of a (future) market price, they were analyzed via a rather 

unstructured approach. A more structured approach is expected to be obtained by including the 

theory of PLC-stages to the process as suggested in the theory. With the inclusion of the PLC-stages 

as a parameter, stakeholders of the process are expected to gain better insights while they have 

some assistance with regard to the information sources they could consult. An overview with all 

parameters was created in the literature and is shown in table 4-6. 

Product Groups 

Point Light quality  
Price (initial + TCO) 
Efficiency (W/$ & Lm/$) 

Linear Light quality  
Price (initial + TCO) 
Efficiency (W/$ & Lm/$) 

Outdoor Price 
Replacement 
Heat management 

Table 4-7; Customer value drivers per PG 

 Parameters 

P
LC

 s
ta

ge
s 

 Technological 
changes 

Type of value 
drivers 

Costs changes Most 
important 
competitor 

Introduction Design + 
material 

High tech 
drivers, image 
(psychological) 

Design + 
material 

Specialized 
market 
pioneers 

Growth Design + 
material + 
process 

Practicality 
(monetary) 

Design + 
material + 
process 

Generalized 
followers 

Maturity Process Practicality, 
ease of use 
(monetary) 

Process Generalized 
followers 

Decline Process, 
minimum 
change 

Exit strategy 
dependent 

Process, 
minimum 
change 

Exit strategy 
dependent 

Table 4-6; PLC & parameter matrix (2) 
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Customer value drivers were not mentioned at all during the interviews, but were, nevertheless, 

indicated as an important aspect of the complete analysis of future profitability by the pricing 

literature. It is therefore suggested to include these drivers as additional parameters during future 

estimations of the market price. To be able to include this parameter, the value drivers per customer 

segment have to be determined before they can be indicated by the GPM’s of each PG. Ideally, a 

conjoint analysis is performed to indicate the monetary value of each driver, however, due to the 

restrictions on the timeframe of the study, it was not possible to perform such an analysis. As an 

alternative, the GPM’s have been asked to use their market and customer knowledge to select the 

most important drivers for their specific PG. During the GPRM sessions the customer value drivers 

have been observed for each specific geographical segment i.e. NA, APR & EMEA. By doing so, the 

drivers mentioned over the three regions could be compared between all PG’s. The results are shown 

in table 4-7 and 4-8.  Note that these drivers have been defined at this moment. Due to the changing 

market environment they are likely to change over time and they will have to be checked regularly 

for correctness. 

Regions 

NA  Light quality  
Cost due to complexity for OEM’s 
Efficiency (W/$ & Lm/$) 

EMEA  Lumen maintenance 
Cost 

APR Cost 
Energy efficiency (lm/W) 

Table 4-8; Customer value drivers per region 

With regard to the product costs, technological change as well as component costs are mentioned by 

the PE’s of the PG’s, which partially matches with the parameters extracted from the theory. By 

introducing  the PLC-stage as a guiding parameter here as well, PE’s will be directed towards more 

specific sources of technological change and product costs. They will also be incited to take a more 

diverse type of costs and cost (reduction) sources into account, such as an increased production 

efficiency due to design changes or newly developed production technologies, next to the indications 

of (future) component costs.  

As adaptations were implemented with regard to the parameters used at LED Systems to indicate the 

values of the factors ‘market price’ and ‘product costs’, these factors matched the theoretical factors 

‘top market price level’ and ‘bottom price level’. To ensure consistency in the terminology the factors 

‘top market price level’ and ‘bottom price level’ will from now on be indicated by the terms ‘market 

price’ and ‘product costs’ respectively, to avoid confusion among the employees of LED Systems. 

Because of the knowledge of the PE with regard to product costs and the GPM’s knowledge with 

regard to market prices, there was suggested that they would each do one of the estimations. To 

make it possible for the PE to make estimations for the correct product, he needed to be informed by 

his PG’s GPM about the chosen archetype. This was therefore emphasized by the inclusion of a step 

in the process during which the information with regard to the chosen archetypal product needs to 

be shared.  
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The choice has been made for a parallel and split estimation while it makes it impossible to estimate 

one of the two factors, i.e. market price and product costs, based upon the other factor. Target 

costing based upon expected market prices and required margins would deny the fact that lower 

product costs may be achievable, leading to lower margins then possible. Indicating market prices 

based upon product costs would lead to a cost-plus approach, which would leave out the influences 

of competition and customer value drivers. This could again result in lower or higher market prices 

then the customers are willing to pay for it, and therefore a reduced profit via a decreased sales 

volume or profit margin. 

One additional step needed to be introduced. Because of the importance of the PLC-stage in the 

analysis of the other parameters, this information should be communicated clearly after the 

archetypal product has been defined. The GPM will be able to define the PLC-stage best because of 

the market insights he/she possesses. It is therefore advisable to let the GPM define the PLC stage 

and communicate this to the PE before they make the market price and product cost estimations. 

This step was therefore added between the definition of the archetype and the communication 

between GPM and PE. The analysis described above resulted in the overview of the defined process 

steps so far, as is visualized in figure 4-10. 

 

4.5.2 Adjustments during data analysis 

When the data has been gathered it is time to evaluate the data to detect shortcomings in 

profitability and thereby the ability to fulfill the pricing objective. From the analysis of the 

components of the DSS used at LED Systems, it can be concluded that a more standardized practice 

should be introduced. The second important conclusion was the lack of fit between the processes 

and tools in place and the specific need of LED Systems. 

There was chosen to adopt the method of the Outdoor and Point PG who calculated whether or not 

the combination of the estimated product costs and market price was able to fulfill the pricing 

objective, based upon the minimally desired profit margin. As mentioned earlier, LED Systems 

requires a minimal required profit margin. To check the objective, a factor is added to the estimated 

product costs, indicated by the PE. This factor consists of the required margin and the overhead 

which was not taken into account by the product costs. This new number, was then compared to the 

market price, estimated by the GPM.  

 Define 
current 
lifecycle 

stage 

 Define 
archetype 

 Define 
current & 

future Costs 
& Prices 

 Communicate 
archetype & 

lifecycle stage 

Figure 4-10; Process steps of data gathering 
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To be able to directly see what maximum product costs were allowed with the estimated market 

price, the calculation was performed in reverse as well. Both calculations are shown in figure 4-11. 

Because of the standard calculations it was suggested to create an automated sheet in MS Excel 

which will speed up the process. An example of this sheet is displayed in appendix 7.7. 

 

Figure 4-11; Calculations of minimum required product sales price & maximum allowed product costs 

The next step in the analysis of the data was the actual detection of the gaps. Due to the clear 

quantitative objective (minimal profit margin), it was suggested to create an overview in MS Excel 

linked to the calculation sheet to automate the detection of gaps by adding 

indicators to the overview. These indicators will signal if, according to the 

estimations and calculations, the pricing objective cannot be reached. The 

management of LED Systems assumed the Philips brand value to allow LED 

Systems to sell its products above the market price. To advance the warning of possible threats it was 

suggested to introduce an additional indicator which signals when the minimally required profit 

margin can only be reached by making use of the brand value. The indicators are shown in figure 4-

12, while an example of the analysis sheet is illustrated in appendix 7.8. 

When the shortcomings are highlighted, two steps need to be taken to convert the detection of 

these shortcomings into specific actions to fulfill the need of LED Systems. Future profitability will not 

be guaranteed by only detecting shortcomings timely. It does also require corresponding conclusions 

to be drawn and actions to be suggested. These steps are therefore added to the process, as well as 

to the sheet on which the analysis takes place. In this way, a clear overview is created from the 

detection of potential issues to the proposed action to solve these issues. 

Conclusions should be drawn per archetype with regard to the situation at hand. Which product type 

can expect future shortcomings to occur, when are they estimated to occur, how long will the 

shortcoming hold on, how bad is the problem estimated to be? Dependent on the answers on 

questions like these and additional conclusions, actions will have to be suggested to tackle the 

upcoming lack in profitability. Is it just a short dip until the next product is launched half a year later 

and is it better to take the loss instead of needless investments? Can overall profitability be improved 

by applying price discrimination to specific geographical or demographical segments, who cause 

higher transportation costs or attach more value to the product? Or is the gap that big that it is 

advisable to exit a specific market segment and focus on other segments in the professional LED 

market? These are only some examples of the many actions that could be taken depending on the 

strategic situation in general and with regard to the specific pricing strategy and tactics at hand. 

The above suggested improvements add four steps to the process and an additional step is suggested 

to maintain the overview. A short overall analysis of the situation over the product types mentioned 

in the format enables the recognition of potential structural issues. This results in the process 

overview shown below. 

Figure 4-12; 
indicators 
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The formats presented above are expected to improve the fit between the purpose of the practice , 

i.e. fulfilling the need that exists at LED Systems, and the practice itself. The format leaves only the 

opportunity to fill in one specific archetype, as well as specific price and cost estimations. The file 

also includes three separate formats per PG, which clarifies the requirement of the creation of future 

insights per regional segment instead of one single format per PG. The layers have been adapted, 

creating a better and more direct overview of the situation with maximum allowed market prices, 

maximum allowed product costs and indicators when these terms are violated to signal 

shortcomings. Finally, a structure has been created which is expected to be clear and easy to 

interpret and use. 

With regards to the data analysis component, only  one shortcoming is left. This is the issue of the 

time horizon of five years which is not justified. A theoretical back-up for the planning horizon is 

given by Grant (2003) and Groenveld (2007) who suggest the planning horizon to be as long as the 

lifetime of investments necessary for the products. While the development of a new platform can 

take as long as 2 years and the platforms are currently on the market for a maximum of 2 to 3 years, 

the current planning horizon of 5 years is suitable and does not have to be adapted. 

4.5.3 Adjustments for data presentation 

The third and final component is the presentation of the outcomes. As discussed earlier, this 

presentation takes place during the GPRM-sessions of LED Systems. The influence of employee 

experience on future profitability, and thereby its pricing objective, is expected to be improved when 

senior management can ask more detailed questions during the presentation, as was mentioned 

during the analysis of the theoretical model at LED Systems. 

The analysis of future profitability of the product portfolio is only a small part of the entire GPRM-

sessions. To be able to immediately analyze the situation and ask the correct questions during the 

GPRM-sessions, relevant information that is easy to interpret should be available. The earlier 

suggested sheet with a combination of indicators to detect price issues as well as the associated 

conclusions and actions is therefore advised to be extended with trend lines of price erosion (%), 

W/$ and lm/$. These can be based upon the gathered data and the selected archetypes which have 

specific properties with regard to W’s and lm’s.  
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Figure 4-13; process steps of data gathering + data analysis 
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Indications of W/$ and lm/$, have been selected while they are, as earlier mentioned , seen as the 

units by which technological progress is measured by customers within the professional LED market. 

Price erosion (%) is added while this variable is used in reports to indicate relative price changes. 

Price erosion will also enable the identification of potential future threats which are not yet signaled 

by the indicators. When the erosion of the estimated market prices is higher than the erosion of the 

estimated product costs, profit margins will decrease over time and eventually end up below the 

allowed level. 

By adding this information it is expected that senior managers are enabled to ask more detailed and 

thereby more challenging questions to the PG’s during the GPRM-sessions. This should improve the 

gathering and analysis of the data while PG’s know their suggestions are tested. This is expected to 

make it less tempting for them to take shortcuts during these practices. When the gathering and 

analysis of data itself is not improved, the critical questions of the senior management will at least 

bring forward the weak spots in the illustrated overview of future profitability. 

To visualize the presentation of the data in the process an additional step will be added resulting in 

the final process visualized in figure 4-14. 

4.5.4 The final process 

To support the process shown in figure 4-14, an additional matrix has been created which is based 

upon the matrix extracted from the theory and the process itself. This matrix is shown in Appendix 

7.9 and consists of a vertical axis, based upon the stages of a PLC, and the horizontal axis, based upon 

the decision moments in the process. The information described in the chapters above is 

summarized in the matrix, making it easier to review and process the appropriate information at the 

correct step in the process. 
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Figure 4-14; Complete process 
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4.6 Feedback sessions 
Once the improvements to the LED Systems’ practices were suggested they have been implemented. 

This implementation has taken place via an iterative process to be able to detect weaknesses in the 

suggested adaptations and apply the necessary improvements. It can be expected that more applied 

iterations lead to a higher quality and fit to the specific situation. However, due to the time 

constraints of the research, only two iterations will take place after which improvements will be 

applied. Before and during the implementation, all changes have been explained to the PG’s to 

enable them to get already familiar with the implemented process, the tools and the actions with 

which they were expected to contribute to the process. 

4.6.1 First feedback session 

After the adjustments had been implemented, feedback sessions were held with the PG’s. This step 

is highlighted again in figure 4-15. During GPRM-session in November, it was checked how the 

adjustments to the process and the format were received and which effect they had. After the 

GPRM-session, interviews were held with the GPM’s and PE’s of all the PG. The most notable 

differences are mentioned below in table 4-9. 

Positive remarks 

 The new format with its trends and indicators showed a clearer picture at the GPRM. 

 The new format provoked more discussion during the GPRM presentation with regard to prices en 
costs. 

 All PG’s created three roadmaps specified to each region. 

 W/$ is a good way to compare drivers, especially in APR. 

 The price erosion trend in % is good, exact numbers can already be viewed in the roadmap. 

 Matrix mapping is good; at this point many products are in the same stage, however towards the 
future more diversity will occur. 

Necessary improvements 

 The input of information was late which resulted in an incomplete overview. 

 The ‘driver team’ did not get a specified enough description of the module to select an applicable 
driver for the Two-box systems part of the analysis. 

 The combination of costs for drivers and modules for Two-box systems should be put in the formula 
bar in ‘a formula form’; both costs should not already be summed up before entered. 

 For Point SLM and DLM should be visualized separately. Whether an additional two-box system or 
integrated module row is added is left to the Point GPM. 

 Clarify the input of prices and costs, GPM’s and PE’s are still accustomed by the old format. 

 Support in the accuracy of the indications towards the future. 

 EMEA region should be visualized in Euro-currency. 
Table 4-9; Feedback first feedback session 
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4.6.1.1 Feedback 

As expected, the feedback of the introduced adaptations resulted in positive, as well as negative 

remarks. Positive remarks were both focused on the use of the matrix as an aid to gather the correct 

data, as well as on the use of the format and the discussion provoked during the GPRM-sessions to 

challenge the presented estimations outcomes. 

However, some improvements were still necessary with regard to the gathering of the data, as well 

as the analysis of this data. The roadmaps were still not completely filled, which was earlier 

mentioned as a problem caused by two reasons. On the one hand, it proves hard to find information, 

while on the other hand, there was not enough time to gather and analyze the information, of which 

the first item already had been addressed.  

Two other remarks were related to the product type ‘two-box systems’. The first issue was about the 

LED module that was selected by the GPM’s to fill in the product category of two-box system. The 

‘driver team’ had to advice an associated driver to ‘complete the product’. However, the GPM did 

not select a product but a series of products, making it 

impossible for the driver team to respond with a suitable 

driver which caused trouble during the estimation of market 

prices and product costs. The second remark was about the 

costs of drivers and modules of a two-box system. These 

costs are requested to be entered into the format as a 

formula in the formula bar of MS Excel. In this way, 

information with regard to the separate costs of the LED 

module and the driver is easier to recall. 

  

Figure 4-15; Adaptation process (6) 
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Another issue had specifically to do with product group Point. Point has two types of LED-modules, 

Down Light Modules (DLM) and Spot Light Modules (SLM). Because of the sometimes notable 

difference between the two product types, the Point PG has requested to add an additional layer to 

the analysis and presentation format to visualize differences when these occur. Whether the layer is 

filled with an additional two-box or integrated module is left to the GPM, while the most appropriate 

option may differ over time and over the segments. The GPM is expected to be the one who has the 

best insights into the market to make this decision. 

The next two comments were focused on the use of the new format and process. While the PG’s 

were used to the old format and process, additional clarification of the use of the format and process 

is necessary with regard to the exactness of the required future estimations and the input of the 

format. 

A final remark was that the currency of the EMEA-region was noted in dollars. All calculations in this 

region are done is euro’s which was therefore considered more appropriate for the estimation of 

future product profitability as well.  

4.6.1.2 Additional suggested adjustments 

The feedback session was again followed by improvement suggestions which were implemented 

during the next GPRM-session. 

To resolve the problems with regard to the incomplete filling of the formats, two additional 

adaptations have been made. A choice to reduce the complete update of the profitability estimations 

from every quarter to every half a year has been made. However, when drastic changes are expected 

to occur these should be indicated during the in between GPRM-session. This principle is visualized in 

figure 4-16. 

Figure 4-17; Adaptation process (7) 
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Another adaptation which has been made is the introduction of a timeline in which milestones have 

been added to the process. During the sessions, it was noticed that the PG’s tended to start only one 

week ahead with the gathering and analysis of the required data, which proved to be too short ahead 

of the GPRM to gain all the necessary information. This timeline is shown in figure 4-18. 

 

A new layer is added in the Point format to support the Point PG in the required separation of the 

SLM and DLM products of which an example is added in Appendix 7.10. 

In addition, sessions where held per PG to explain the use of the format again, as well as the newly 

implemented changes with regard to the Euro currency in the EMEA-formats, the additional layer for 

Point, the installed timeline, and the separate entering of the costs of the LED modules and drivers 

for two-box systems. A special point of attention has been paid to the accuracy with which the 

indications towards the future are 

made. Due to  the fast changing 

environment, it is close to impossible 

to make accurate indications of 

product prices and costs within five 

years. It is therefore understandable 

that these numbers are much less 

exact compared to the indications 

made for next year. This seemed 

somewhat hard to deal with for some 

stakeholders, i.e. PE’s and GPM’s, and 

is therefore explained again and 

supported with a graph, which is inserted as figure 4-19. 

After the adaptations and explanations had been applied, another GPRM-session was attended and 

interviews to revise the changes were conducted with the PG’s. 

  

Figure 4-18; Process timeline 

Figure 4-19; Graph of estimation certainty 
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4.6.2 Second feedback session 

After the second wave of improvements has taken place a second feedback session was held with the 

PG’s. In order to give a clear overview of the remarks and their suggested solutions, the 

improvements are combined in a table (table 4-10). 

During the interviews in which feedback is gathered from the PG’s, ten remarks were mentioned. 

Most of those remarks are requests for additions or changes to the file. However, some could use 

some additional explanation. 

The first request was based upon the choice to introduce a full roadmap update towards the first  

(February) GPRM-session of a new year. This was denied while the new information with regard to 

future product costs was presented towards February, which could then immediately be included in 

the new assessments. 

The second remark which needs some additional attention in the future is the use of costs to define 

future prices, which indicates that there are still estimations made based on a cost-plus 

methodology. Again, towards the future additional attention should be paid to this phenomenon. As 

discovered during both feedback sessions, employees tend to fall back in old habits and make use of 

inferior techniques to gather the required data. This is an important point of attention, because a 

considerable effort has already been made to clarify the new way of working.  

Other requests and additions speak for themselves and are visualized in table 4-10. Most of the 

major issues seem to be resolved, due to time restrictions no additional improvement and feedback 

loop was possible.  

 

 

Figure 4-20; Adaptation process (8) 
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Table 4-10; Feedback second session 

  

Remarks Solution 

1. Plan one complete update in the second 
GPRM of the year. 

1. Declined, while an additional year needs to be 
added in the first GPRM-session. 

2. Include program managers and architects in 
process. 

2. Recommended to involve them as sources when 
necessary, but not mandatory. 

3. Make it possible to change colors of layout to 
highlight changes. 

3. Declined, layouts need to be standardized. 

4. Add an indicator to highlight changing factors 
over time (for external spectators). 

4. Declined, too complex and layout needs to be 
standardized. 

5. Switch ‘choose Archetype’ & ‘choose lifecycle 
stage’ steps. 

5. Declined; archetype should be known to define 

Product lifecycle stage. 

6. Change price erosion view from % to exact 
numbers, to see where it crosses. 

6. Declined; can be seen in roadmap itself 

(green/yellow indicators). 

7. There was a question whether W/$ was a 
relevant enough indicator to produce a trend-
line 

7. Declined; W/$ is used in stand-alone-driver 

business as lm/$ is used for two-box and 

integrated systems. 

8. Who to escalate too i.e. when information is 
not delivered? 

8. Hugo Sparidans 

9. Target setting of marketing should not be 
based upon cost. This is not performed by 
everyone this way. 

9. A better justification should be requested with 

regard to the value drivers and competitors which 

is taken as a reference for price estimations. 

10. Changes in the general roadmap-file need to 
be controlled. 

10. A ‘log-tab’ has been included in the file. 
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4.7 Research questions 
The goal of this research was to improve forecasts of price levels in high-tech markets by identifying 

relevant antecedents, i.e. drivers of price in turbulent high-tech environments, and to include these 

into a suitable Decision Support System that can be used to improve the quality of a firm’s pricing 

strategy. The quality of the applied pricing strategy was expected to be influenced by the chosen 

factors and parameters, the type of DSS used, and employee experience. 

To guide this research towards its goal and thereby address this problem of firms, active in high-tech 

environments, three research questions have been stated to guide the research. To give a proper 

answer to these three research questions, a literature review has been performed after which the 

theory of this study has been applied in a case study at Philips’ business unit ‘LED Systems’. 

The three research questions will now be answered;  

RQ1: Which internal and external parameters should be selected to give a good indication of future 

price levels in turbulent high-tech environments?  

The answer to the first question is determined by both the theoretical background and the case 

study. During the literature review, it became apparent that a high-tech environment is unsuitable 

for quantitative parameters. Historical data is not always available and when this data is available, 

the history of a high-tech industry still tells little about the future. Especially the PLC can bring 

structure to the use of additional parameters such as technological development, product costs, 

customer value drivers and competitor prices. A complete overview of the parameters selected 

during the analysis of the theoretical background can be found in table 4-11.  

 

Although general quantitative market trends cannot be used to indicate future profitability and 

thereby a pricing strategy’s quality, the case study showed that these indications can be used to 

compare technology and price levels of products within or between 

firms. By using these indicators potential attention points quickly 

become visible.  

Table 4-12; Industry specific parameters for LED Systems 

Throughout the LED industry, these indicators consist out of lm/$, W/$ and price erosion % 

indicators. However, for other industries these indicators will differ, e.g. in the car industry gasoline 

consumption in L/km and acceleration from 0-100km/h are commonly used indicators. Application of 

the methodology in other industry requires the translation of the generic factors into specific 

industry specific parameters. 

 

General factors and their parameters to be included 

Top market price level Bottom price level 

Customer value drivers Product cost 

Competitor price Technological development 

Technological development PLC Stage 

PLC Stage  

Table 4-11; Factors and parameters to be included (4) 

Industry specific parameters 

W/$ 

Lm/$ 

Price erosion % / year 
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RQ2: What type of ‘Decision Support System’ is suitable, i.e. reliable and easy to use, to enable a 

data review to detect future shortcomings in the currently pursued pricing strategy?  

The second research question can be answered by selecting the most important properties a DSS 

requires to deliver suitable support when estimating the future quality of a pricing strategy. These 

findings from the case study have been summarized in table 4-13. 

The existing literature mainly focused on the general adjustment of the support system to 

possibilities of the environment, combined with the goal for which it is applied, i.e. the need of the 

firm. The included data as well as the process of the support system should be adapted to this need. 

While a firm always introduces a pricing strategy to fulfill its core need of profitability, the main 

factors and parameters which have been selected from theory can be expected to remain the same 

when implemented in other high-tech industries. Additional, industry specific indicators have to be 

defined per case depending on the environment, as was concluded in the answer to the first RQ. 

From the case study several, more specific conclusions can be drawn with regard to the required 

features of the implemented DSS, which are not mentioned in the existing literature yet. Special 

attention has to be paid to the ease of use and the involvement of the stakeholders of the process 

during the introduction of a new DSS or the adaptation of an existing one. During the case study, 

attention was already paid to the guidance of stakeholders with regard to the adaptations by 

involving them in the implementation and use of the new process and tools. However, it became 

clear that employees were tempted to return to old habits when they were not able to clearly 

understand the new way of working, or when it took them too much time to get used to the new way 

of working. 

DSS suitability 

 Easy to master and use DSS & early involvement of the stakeholders to adaptations 

 Select suitable ‘archetypal’ products for the price level estimations 

 Easy to adapt to a specific situation 

 The entering of an evaluation session after the indications have been suggested 

 Selection of a suitable time horizon 
Table 4-13; Properties of a suitable DSS 

A second reason to make the DSS easy to handle is the restricted amount of time an employee has to 

gather, analyze and present the findings. Although it is seen as an important practice, the many other 

responsibilities of the involved employees limit their available time for the exercise. This is the 

reason the estimation of future price levels at LED Systems has been reduced from every quarter to 

every half a year. By this adaptation and an additional process timeline there is expected that the 

employees are allowed sufficient time to perform their job in the best way possible.  

Another attention point is the selection of suitable ‘archetypal’ products which are taken into 

account during the analysis. Most firms have such a large portfolio that estimations of each separate 

product is too time consuming. Therefore, specific products will have to be selected to represent the 

portfolio, just as is done at LED Systems. In addition, the archetypal products should be chosen based 

on the correct criteria. For instance, when the products of choice contribute practically nothing to 

the total amount of products sold, estimating and improving their pricing strategy will contribute 

little to the overall profitability of the company. On the other hand, margin improvements to 

products with high sales volumes will contribute much faster to the overall profitability in absolute 
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sense. The choice condition for the selection of products can therefore be stated to be the (expected 

future) amount of sales. 

The next issue is the ease with which the DSS is adapted to the situation in which it needs to be used. 

Due to the quick changes in the high-tech environment, the case study showed that formats needed 

to be quickly adaptable to this environment. An example of a required adaptation is the changes 

made in the format for the Point PG with regard to the split of the Down Light Modules and Spot 

Light Modules. Although they are both Point products, the increasing difference in the application 

and properties of both product types along their development required a separate price level 

indication over time. This type of changes with regard to the portfolio can be expected frequently in 

other high-tech industries as well due to the high level of technological development. 

The implementation of an evaluation session to judge the made estimations, detected shortcomings 

and suggested solutions is also an important aspect of a suitable DSS. As was seen in the case study, 

this goes especially for the reliability of the outcomes. Due to time pressure, as well as due to 

increased experience, employees tend to take shortcuts and will thereby decrease the quality of the 

made estimations. An evaluation session can detect these shortcomings and is expected to have a 

preventive effect. 

The final property that was noted to contribute to the suitability of the DSS, especially in the 

particular situation of the estimation of pricing strategy quality in a high-tech environment, is the 

selected time-horizon. A time-horizon which is too short will not contribute to the timely indications 

of issues with regard to the applied pricing strategy. On the other hand, a too long time-horizon will 

make it hard to generate valuable predictions and will reduce the reliability of the exercise. 

However, it became clear that only experience in use of the new system, necessary redirecting of 

employees and adapting the system to the users, goal and environment, can optimize the 

cooperation between the decision support system and its users. This is then also directly leading up 

to the answer to the third RQ. 

RQ3: How can the outcomes, i.e. the assessment of the pricing strategy’s quality, be optimized? 

Based on the case study, multiple suggestions for further improvements of the assessment of the 

pricing strategy’s quality can be made. These suggestions have been summarized in table 4-16. 

Table 4-14; Suggested outcome optimizations 

Further optimization of the assessement of the pricing strategy’s quality could, according to the 

abovementioned comments, most likely take place by additional iterations and continuous 

adaptations of the complete DSS to the changing high-tech market environment. However, it should 

be taken into account that these adaptations can be time-consuming and can be expected to reduce 

the experience of employees with the system and thereby by the quality of the pricing strategy as 

Suggested optimizations of the outcomes 

 Continuous adaptation to the changing high-tech market environment 

 Inclusion of more segment specific information i.e. competition, value drivers, tech. developments 
and more specific parameter information. 

 The use of conjoint analysis to estimate customer value drivers and their mutual value 

 Better estimation of competitor prices in markets which make use of public tendering 
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well. The employee experience can be expected to be reduced due to the changes required in the 

behavior of the employee when the DSS and/or parameters are adapted. 

Another suggestion can be the inclusion of more exact knowledge with regard to the specific 

segments that are served by the products of the firm. These can also be expected to contribute to 

the improvement of market insights and especially the competition and drivers of customer value in 

specific segments. Although the inclusion of additional, more specific participants like regional 

product- or marketing managers to the process could deliver this specific information, including 

additional stakeholders can be expected to reduce the easiness of use. All of these stakeholders will 

have to be instructed and their feedback has to be taken into account during the evaluation sessions. 

Another reason not to include additional participants is the fact that the information that they 

possess is now often gathered by the GPM’s as well. It can therefore be expected to have only a 

minimal effect on the assessment of the pricing strategy’s quality to include these persons 

themselves. 

Instead of using information of more specific market segments, a better indication of customer value 

drivers and their mutual value can also be expected to deliver improved insights in the market 

situation and thereby in the pricing strategy’s quality. By conducting conjoint analysis more reliable 

insights can be gained with regard to customer value drivers and thereby to the expected 

technological developments in the market. However, it should be taken into account that the 

outcome of this type of analysis will run obsolete over time and will also require additional time of 

the employees whenever executed.   

A final issue which can be expected to significantly improve the assessment of the pricing strategy’s 

quality is the development of a tool with which competitor product prices can be precisely and 

reliably estimated in a market in which public tendering is in place. Although it is prohibited to 

possess specific competitor price information, it is likely that firms sales prices can be systematically 

analyzed to gain improved insights in current competitor prices, which would improve the starting 

point. 
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5 Conclusion 
In this final chapter the practical implications and limitations of the research, as well as suggestions 

for future research will be discussed below. In the end, a final conclusion will be drawn. 

5.1 Practical implication 
The outcomes of this research have resulted in new insights with regard to the input and system 

required to identify potential hazards in the future quality of a chosen pricing strategy in a high-tech 

environment. By the disclosure of these essentials, the management of high-tech firms will have the 

ability to improve their future insights and thereby react timely and correctly to potential threats.  

Due to the clarification of the appropriate factors and parameters, more valuable data is expected to 

be gathered accurately. The system requirements that have become clear further support in the 

gathering, analysis and presentation of this data. The final point of attention was the importance of 

early involvement of the concerned employees, as well as the required testing of their findings, 

which seemed to be significant aspects for the success of the exercise. In the end, the combination of 

these findings will lead to a maintained or even improved future quality of the pricing strategy.  

Until now, firms which are active in high-tech environments had no proper support with regard to 

this subject. By ensuring the quality of the pricing strategy, it can be expected that a contribution is 

made to assurance of the profitability of the firm as well. The application of the example, given by 

the case study, should enable the management of other high-tech companies to implement the 

findings in their own firm. 

What is important to notice after this research, is the difficulty with which the exercise of the 

estimation of future price levels is still performed. Based upon the experiences gained in this 

research it could therefore be advisable to focus future research more towards the prevention of 

major price erosion in high-tech markets then towards the detection of its size. It would be probably 

more advantageous for companies to find an answer to the question how a permanent advantage 

could be gained in the high-tech environments despite the continuous technological and price 

pressure.  

One of the research paths could be about the reduction of product(ion) costs by the introduction of 

more standardized product platforms instead of products which are highly differentiated, based 

upon their own specific platform (Muffatto, 1999). The advantage of the standardization of product 

platforms could however be influenced again by the typical turbulence of high-tech environments.  

Limitations of the current research and further suggestions for future research are discussed in the 

next paragraph  
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5.2 Limitations & future research 
Several limitations to the research need to be recognized, of which some lead to suggestions for 

further research.  

The most important limitation is the lack of statistical backup for the achieved improvements in the 

estimation of the future quality of a firms pricing strategy by the implementation of the suggested 

adaptations. Although the results of the research were positively received within LED Systems, the 

relative short duration of the longitudinal investigation made it was impossible to test whether a 

significant improvement occurred due to the implemented changes. Future research could, and 

should, be conducted to investigate the results of the changes. Moreover, it should be taken into 

account that the gathering of the necessary data can be troublesome due to the small amount of 

data points that is produced per ‘estimation session’. The potential incompatibility of the data points 

over different product types is likely to lead to additional reduction of the sample size as well. 

Another limitation of the research is the fact that the performance of a conjoint analysis would be 

ideal to indicate the most valuable customer value drivers and define their monetary value. 

However, due to the short timeframe to which the research was restricted, this analysis could not be 

developed and performed  during the research. Future research at LED Systems could be aimed at 

the performance of such an analysis to verify or adapt the selected customer value drivers and 

improve the indication of their value. This would improve the estimation of the future prices that 

could be charged for LED Systems’ products and would contribute to the reliability of the theory. As 

this exercise will add more work, leading to increased time stress and complexity, a pilot study is 

recommended to analyze whether this addition provides sufficient benefit. 

As mentioned earlier, additional information could have been gathered from the specific regions, i.e. 

regional product and marketing managers. These managers have more knowledge with regard to 

their own regions and can probably deliver better estimations of future market prices. However, 

including these persons as could be expected to complicate the process as well, due to the increased 

number of employees involved in the process. An additional amount of work would have been 

required to interview all nine regional product managers as well as taking their feedback into 

account. Additionally, the communication was noticeable harder when no direct, i.e. face to face, 

communication was available and interviews had to take place via supporting audio systems. 

Furthermore, the difference in time zones contributed to the difficulty in making appointments in 

time. Also for this aspect a pilot study is recommended to evaluate the benefit of adding this 

additional information. 

With regard to the parameters which were suggested by the theory, but not included by the 

employees of LED Systems during their analysis, far better insights could have been obtained. These 

insights could have been gathered by the inclusion of more thorough questions with respect to the 

reason why several parameters where not included in the analysis made by employees of LED 

Systems. This information could have been valuable for the further analysis and is an attention point 

when the research would be repeated in a comparable setting. 
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The former remark brings us to a final limitation of this research, concerning the fact that only one 

case study has been performed, including only one firm in the research. This reduces the 

generalizability of the outcomes substantially. Another recommendation with regard to future 

research therefore includes the repetition of the exercise at a different firm and/or at another high-

tech industry. This will give more insights with regard to the generalizability of current results, and 

will add to the academic literature related to making pricing roadmaps under technological 

uncertainty.  

If a firm has a history in the incumbent technology, preliminary to the technology it is now dealing 

with, another item can be defined on which future research may be focused. This research may be 

concentrated on the cooperation with the internal departments of the incumbent technologies 

(incandescent lighting ). In the long run, the customers will presumably switch to the new technology 

(LED). The employees of these departments will know the values and needs of the customers, as well 

as the behavior of the market segments they operate in. Attention should be paid to additional 

changing circumstances and the hazard of core rigidities embedded in the departments of the 

incumbent technologies  (Tripsas & Gavetti, 2000), which can be disadvantageous for the adaptation 

to new developments in the market.  

Final suggestions for further research concern the investigation of the type of adjustments that have 

the most influence on the pricing strategy quality after shortcomings have been detected. Is it more 

effective to adapt the pricing strategy itself to maintain profitability, i.e. the modification of discount 

tactics or the bundling of products, or is it more advantageous to influence the situation via the 

antecedents of pricing strategy quality such as product costs and customer value drivers? 

5.3 Conclusion 
Arrived at the end of this study it can be concluded that, although there are some clear limitations to 

the research, new insights have been created with regard to sustainable pricing in high-tech 

environments. These insights are expected to bring more guidance and structure to the performance 

of high-tech firms to collect information with regard to future price levels of their product portfolio. 

By acquiring this information, the future quality of the pursued pricing strategy of firms can be 

maintained or even improved, which will contribute to their long term profitability. 
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7 Appendix 
 

7.1 Question list I: Procurement Engineer 
Name: 

Date: 

Function: Procurement Engineer 

 

DATA 

What information do the current roadmaps contain? 

What information is used to construct the roadmaps? 

Which sources does this information come from (media/departments)? 

Are there alternatives for these sources? 

What information is hard to get? 

What information is missing at all? 

Where could/should this information come from? 

Is the required information requested or periodically updated by sources? 

What tools are used to gather and analyze the necessary information? 

How are costs currently predicted and/or calculated? 

How are costs indicated for future products? Are the products already known? 

Are costs of competitor products also considered? 

Are the Philips costs compared to market average? 

How is tried to hold down cost at this moment? 

What is correct / should be improved with regard to the cost trackers? 

 

PROCESS 

How does the process look like towards the construction of the price/cost roadmaps for the GPRM 

meetings? 

What people are involved during the particular process steps? 
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What information is used during the particular process steps? 

Based on what data are runners (archetypes) determined for a specific segment? 

How often do these runner types change? 

How far can there, realistically, be looked forward? What time horizon is reliable? 

How often do you think a roadmap should be updated? 

 

CUSTOMER VALUE DRIVERS PER PRODUCT GROUP 

What are the most important properties of the products of your Product Group to customers? 

 

GENERAL 

How do you, in general, think the future looks like, what can there be expected, prices/products, 

costs, competition, markets, technology, etc. 

Are there other things you would like to share with me with regard to my research? 

Are there other people to who you would like to advise me to talk to? 
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7.2 Question list II: Global Product Manager 
Name: 

Date: 

Function: Global Product Manager 

 

DATA 

What information do the current roadmaps contain? 

What information is used to construct the roadmaps? 

Which sources does this information come from (media/departments)? 

Are there alternatives for these sources? 

What information is hard to get? 

What information is missing at all? 

Where could/should this information come from? 

Is the required information requested or periodically updated by sources? 

What tools are used to gather and analyze the necessary information? 

How are market prices currently predicted and/or calculated? 

How are market prices indicated for future products? Are the products already known? 

 

PROCESS 

How does the process look like towards the construction of the price/cost roadmaps for the GPRM 

meetings? 

What people are involved during the particular process steps? 

What information is used during the particular process steps? 

How far can there, realistically, be looked forward? What time horizon is reliable? 

How are runners (archetypes) determined for a specific segment? 

How often do these runner types change? 

How often do you think a roadmap should be updated? 
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CUSTOMER VALUE DRIVERS PER PRODUCT GROUP 

What are the most important properties of the products of your Product Group to customers? 

 

GENERAL 

How do you, in general, think the future looks like, what can there be expected, prices/products, 

costs, competition, markets, technology, etc. 

Are there other things you would like to share with me with regard to my research? 

Are there other people to who you would like to advise me to talk to? 
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7.3 Interview list 

Interviews 

Date Function Name 

16-9-‘13 Global product manager Point Lars-Oliver Schroder 

16-9-‘13 Procurement Engineer Point Bruno Cassetari 

4-10-‘13 Global product manager Linear Gerbrand Swart 

13-9-‘13 Procurement Engineer Linear Johan van den Homberg 

2-10-‘13 Global product manager 
Outdoor 

Marina Kiskovich 

16-9-‘13 Procurement Engineer Outdoor Anthony van Dorst 

1-10-‘13 Global product manager 
Drivers 

Bram Visser 

16-9-‘13 Procurement Engineer Drivers Anthony van Dorst 

26-11-‘13 Global product manager Point Lars-Oliver Schroder 

19-11-‘13 Procurement Engineer Point Bruno Cassetari 

3-12-‘13 Global product manager Linear Gerbrand Swart 

3-12’13 Procurement Engineer Linear Johan van den Homberg 

2-12-‘13 Global product manager 
Outdoor 

Marina Kiskovich 

2-12-‘13 Procurement Engineer Outdoor Anthony van Dorst 

20-11-‘13 Global product manager 
Drivers 

Bram Visser 

2-12-‘13 Procurement Engineer Drivers Anthony van Dorst 

3-3-‘14 Global product manager Point Lars-Oliver Schroder 

3-3-‘14 Procurement Engineer Point Bruno Cassetari 

5-3-‘14 Global product manager Linear Gerbrand Swart 

6-3-‘14 Procurement Engineer Linear Johan van den Homberg 

12-3-‘14 Global product manager 
Outdoor 

Gijs von Morgen 

27-3-’14 Procurement Engineer Outdoor Anthony van Dorst 

11-3-‘14 Global product manager 
Drivers 

Bram Visser 

27-3-’14 Procurement Engineer Drivers Anthony van Dorst 

24-9-2013 Sales manager Ad Schalk 

4-11-2013 Market intelligence Ananth Sundaram 

26-9-2013 Market intelligence Ananth Sundaram 

22-10-2013 Market intelligence Andrea van Den Bogaert 

13-9-2013 KAM Dennis Maas 

1-10-2013 Lawyer Chantal Pesch 

8-10-2013 Marketing employee outdoor Chiara Mazzotta 

16-9-2013 Marketing employee Christel Kemps 

3-10-2013 Marketing employee Damian Gardley 

15-10-2013 Marketing employee Darren Walker 

11-10-2013 Former pricing employee Ed Huibers 

10-10-2013 Former pricing employee Elize Sturkenboom 

15-10-2013 Marketing intelligence Emily Bulkowski 

16-11-2013 Product management Epco Berger 

23-9-2013 Product management Epco Berger 
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Interviews 

Date Function Name 

18-9-2013 GPM RDL Fatima Ates 

11-10-2013 Market intelligence Frederic Dubois 

19-9-2013 Arcitect drivers Geert van der Veen 

7-11-2013 Marketing employee George de Bruin 

4-10-2013 Product manager Guus van Schijndel 

30-9-213 Controller Hein Oomens 

15-10-2013 Regional marketing manager Hugo Luik 

8-10-2013 Former pricing employee Irene Klein 

10-10-2013 Product manager Jan Fitters 

10-10-2013 Product manager Marco Bron 

26-9-2013 PLS employee Martijn Lankhorst 

26-9-2013 PLS employee Huib Groot 

13-9-2013 Regional product manager Neset Irsik 

15-10-2013 Market Intelligence Peter Gladkow 

25-9-2013 Marketing manager Peter van  Berkel 

12-9-2013 Product manager Reinhardt Voorspoels 

18-11-2013 Sales manger Richard Boerop 

9-30-2013 Marketing employee Richard van Dungen 

9-10-2013 Former pricing employee Theresa Gruenwald 

2-10-2013 Regional marketing manager Tom Bosworth 

23-10-2013 Marketing employee Wouter Boxhoorn 
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7.4 Roadmapping process Outdoor & Point (year 1 & 2) 
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7.5 Roadmapping process Point (year 3, 4 & 5) 

 

7.6 Roadmapping process Linear 
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7.7 Calculation sheet (dummy data) 
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7.8 Analysis sheet (dummy data) 
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7.9 Process matrix 

Archetype Lifecycle stage Product costs                  & Market price Gaps Conclusions  & Actions GPRM 

Genera 

- Choose the 

archetype which 

has the highest 

sales for the most 

valuable 

application 

- Watch for new, 

more valuable, 

applications while 

many product 

versions may occur 

during introduction 

phase (Klepper, 

1996). 

Introduction
 

 

General 

- In this stage cost reductions will mostly be 

determined by reductions in design/ material 

cost (Utterback & Abernaty, 1975). 

General  

- The predominant form of competition is specialized first entrants (Lambkin & Day 1989).  

- Are the right competitor products taken into account? Direct competition/substitute products? 

General  

 - Pay attention to deviating graph lines. However, 

watch the effect of difference in Lumen and 

Wattages per proposition. 

- Do these gaps close over the lifecycle? 

General 

- What are the most valuable (future) 

markets? 

- Is Philips part of them? 

 - When will the growth phase take place?  

- Are the right competitors taken into 

account (direct/substitute)? 

- Which product type can expect future 

shortcomings to occur? 

- When are they estimated to occur? 

- How long will the shortcoming hold on,  

- How bad is the problem estimated to be? 

General 

 -Suggest actions for every negative 

conclusion. 

- Explain causes of positive results. 

- Define actions to keep positive results 

positive 

Attention points 

- Substantial differences in 

expected / realized price 

erosion (%)? 

- Orange & red indicators 

- Empty boxes 

- Extreme profit margins 

- Substantial lower / higher 

lm/$ or W/$ values compared 

to indications of external 

sources. 

Radical changes 

- Architect (design & technology development) 

 

Radical changes  

- Customer value drivers
1
 (when will additional segment become interested and will growth 

phase start?) Moore (1999) & Nagle et. al (2010) 

- Especially psychological value drivers 

- Lead users with whom you work less close together (Schreier & Prugl, 2008; Bonner & Walker, 

2004) 

Incremental changes 

- Architect (material) 

- Commodity group 

 

Incremental changes 

- Customer expectations of price erosion, lower segments will expect a steeper erosion.  

- Lead users with whom you work close together (Schreier & Prugl, 2008; Bonner & Walker, 

2004). 

 

Certainty 
2
 

- Lm/$ & W/$, in line with external / internal 

expectations and reports? Why (not)? 

- Price erosion %, in line with expectations why 

(not)? 

Current position 

- PE 

Current position 

- Lm/$ & W/$ compared to external reports expectancy 

KAM / RPM’s*. 

Growth 

 

General  

- During this stage cost reductions will come 

from both product as well as process 

improvements (Utterback & Abernaty, 1975). 

General  

- Transition in competition from specialists to generalists (Lambkin & Day 1989). 

- Are the right competitor products taken into account? Direct competition/substitute products? 

General  

- Pay attention to deviating graph lines. However, 

watch the effect of difference in Lumen and 

Wattages per proposition. 

General 

- Are the right competitors taken into 

account (direct/substitute)? 

- Which product type can expect future 

shortcomings to occur? 

- When are they estimated to occur? 

- How long will the shortcoming hold on,  

- How bad is the problem estimated to be? 

General 

- Suggest actions for every negative 

conclusion. 

- Explain causes of positive results. 

- Define actions to keep positive results 

positive 
Radical changes 

- Architect (design & technology development) 

 

Radical changes 

- Customer value drivers
1
 (when will additional segment be added?) Moore (1999) & Nagle et. al 

(2010) 

- Especially monetary drivers 

- What effect will this have on price?  

- Lead users with whom you work less close together (Schreier & Prugl, 2008; Bonner & Walker, 

2004). 

Incremental changes 

- Architect (material) 

- Commodity group 

 

Incremental changes 

- Customer expectations of price erosion, lower segments will expect a steeper erosion.  

- Lead users with whom you work close together (Schreier & Prugl, 2008; Bonner & Walker, 

2004). 

Certainty 
2
 

- Lm/$ & W/$, in line with external / internal 

expectations? Why (not)? 

- Price erosion %, in line with expectations why 

(not)? Current position 

- Benchmarking 

- PE 

Current position 

- Lm/$ & W/$ compared to external reports expectancy 

KAM / RPM’s*. 

Maturity 

 

General  

- Cost reductions will come mainly from process 

improvements
 

(Utterback & Abernaty, 1975); 

Klepper 1996). 

General  

- Watch for ‘self-fulfilling prophecy’ with regard to the end of the growth stage. 

- New (niche) competitors (Lambkin & Day 1989) 

- Are the right competitor products taken into account? Direct competition/new substitute 

products? 

General  

- Pay attention to deviating graph lines. However, 

watch the effect of difference in Lumen and 

Wattages per proposition. 

General 

- Is the market really mature? Watch out for 

a self-fulfilling prophecy (Lambkin & Day 

1989). 

- Are the right competitors taken into 

account (direct/substitute)? 

- Which product type can expect future 

shortcomings to occur? 

- When are they estimated to occur? 

- How long will the shortcoming hold on,  

- How bad is the problem estimated to be? 

General 

- Suggest actions for every negative 

conclusion. 

- Explain causes of positive results. 

- Define actions to keep positive results 

positive 

- Should there be made any preparations for 

the exit strategy 

Radical changes 

- PE, major process improvements which reduce 

production costs
5
 

Radical changes 

- Customer value drivers
1
 (when will new technologies take over?) Moore (1999) & Nagle et. al 

(2010) 

 - What effect will this have on price? 

Incremental changes 

- PE, Try to detect relative expensive parts which 

have potential for cost drops due to innovation 

Incremental changes 

- ‘Average’ price erosion 

Certainty 
2
 

- Lm/$ & W/$, in line with external / internal 

expectations? Why (not)? 

- Price erosion %, in line with expectations why 

(not)? 

Current position Current position 

- Lm/$ & W/$ compared to external reports expectancy 

KAM / RPM’s*. 

Decline 

 

General 

Depends on exit strategy (Harrigan 1980), 

milking, early exit, shrinking selective, increase 

investment 

General  

- Keep a certain exit strategy in mind (Harrigan 1980). 

- New tech. will surpass  current (price/performance). 

- Are the right competitor products taken into account? Direct competition/new substitute 

products? 

General  

- Pay attention to deviating graph lines. However, 

watch the effect of difference in Lumen and 

Wattages per proposition. 

General 

- When will alternative technologies take 

over?
 2
 

- What responsive actions can / need to be 

taken?  

- What will be the final exit strategy? 

Withdraw to and defend niche segments or 

try to profit of withdrawing competitors? 

- Are the right competitors taken into 

account (direct/substitute)?  

General 

- Suggest actions for every negative 

conclusion. 

- Explain causes of positive results. 

- Define actions to keep positive results 

positive Radical changes 

- Not likely to occur. When this occurs the 

possibility exists that a new growth stage will 

commence.  

Radical changes 

Customer value drivers
1
 (what exit strategy can best be chosen?) Moore (1999) & Nagle et. al 

(2010) 

- What effect will this have on price? 

Incremental changes 

PE – smaller or larger sales numbers 

Incremental changes 

Exit strategy dependent 
Certainty

2
 

- Lm/$ & W/$, in line with external / internal 

expectations? Why (not)? 

- Price erosion %, in line with expectations? 

Current position Current position 

- Lm/$ & W/$ compared to external reports expectancy 

KAM / RPM’s*. 

1 Have a look at Appendix 1  
2 Have a look at Appendix 2. 
3  This is less applicable with integrated modules while assembly costs are portion of the total costs in these systems 
(Lars-Oliver Schroder & Gerbrand Swart).  
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Appendix 1: Customer value drivers* 

In the tables below some ‘customer value drivers’ are suggested per PG and per region. These 

‘drivers’ are the most important needs of the customer in those segments. However, these drivers 

can change over time and can differ per system, region and product group and will therefore have to 

be updated regularly. 

 

Table 1 & 2: Suggested customer value drivers per PG and region, sources: Lars Schroder, Marina 

Kishkovich & Gerbrand Swart. 

* Remarks: 

- In earlier PLC stages emphasis will be laid more towards psychological value drivers, while in 

later PLC stages a shift will occur towards monetary value drivers. 

- In the table below some optional value drivers are mentioned which are not (yet) important 

at the moment, but were mentioned as potential alternatives towards the future. 
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Appendix 2: Lm/$, W/$, Price erosion % & Market penetration % 

• McKinsey (2012) 

o Market penetration 45% in 2016 

o LED market prices eroding 50% (2011-2013) 

• DoE (2012) 
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7.10 Adapted calculation sheet Point (dummy data) 

 

 


